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quantification was conducted by Frank Lechtenberg. Dr. Peter Croot brought in 
his broad expertise on chemical oceanography. 
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University Bremen. Heike Anders helped in preparing and carrying out the 
solution ICP-MS analyses. The calculation of elemental concentrations was 
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Chapter I 

 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 
Cephalopods are an ancient and an outstanding group of the Mollusca. They have 
been among the dominant large predators in the ocean at various times in 
geological history. Two groups of cephalopods exist today: a) the Nautiloidea 
with a few species of the pearly nautilus, and b) the Coleoidea, comprising the 
squids, cuttlefishes, octopods and vampire squids, and representing a total of 
about 800 species. Although there are relatively few species of recent 
cephalopods, they occupy a great variety of habitats in all of the world's oceans. 
Individual species are often very abundant and provide major targets for marine 

fisheries. Commercially by far the most 
important species are the Japanese 
flying squid Todarodes pacificus and the 
Argentinean shortfin squid Illex 
argentinus. The global importance of 
cephalopod fisheries is increasing as 
traditional finfish fisheries decline, a 
trend that may reflect underlying shifts 
in marine community structure (Caddy 
and Rodhouse 1998; Balguerıas et al. 
2000). Total worldwide cephalopod 
landings have steadily increased since 
the 1950s, peaking in the year 2000 at 

more than 3.6 Mio tons (Fig. 1), which represented an economic value of 6.4 
billion US$ (FAO). Traditionally the major part of cephalopod catches is sold in 
Asia. In recent times, however, the European market, especially in 
Mediterranean countries, is growing considerably. 
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Fig. 1 World cephalopod catch (FAO, 2005) 

 
Despite the high fishing pressure on several cephalopod resources, only patchy 
knowledge exists on their distribution, migrations and stock structure, preventing 
optimum harvesting strategies. Their overall role in the marine environment has 
only begun to be studied. As reviewed in Piatkowski et al. (2001), two major 
shortcomings are responsible for the sparse knowledge on cephalopods 
compared to other marine groups: (1) cephalopods are difficult to catch and are 
mostly taken as by-catch in surveys targeting other taxa; (2) they have 
complicated life cycles and distribution patterns which are only roughly 
understood for a few species. 
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However, a profound knowledge about life cycles, migration routes and spawning 
grounds is essential for a scientifically based management of stocks. Due to their 
short life cycles, resource abundance and fishing yields in many cephalopod 
stocks depend on the recruitment of the annual cohort. In most cephalopod 
populations, the entire standing stock is replaced every year (Boyle and Boletzky 
1996), making long-time predictions and a suitable resource management rather 
complex. 
 
This study deals with two cephalopod species, the common cuttlefish Sepia 
officinalis and the boreoatlantic armhook squid Gonatus fabricii: 
 
S. officinalis is widely distributed in eastern Atlantic shelf waters (Boletzky 1983) 
and supports one of the largest fisheries for cephalopods in the eastern Atlantic. 
Official statistics for this species indicate an average (1993-2003) production of 
41 000 tons per year almost equally coming from the Atlantic and the 
Mediterranean (FAO 2005). 
 
G. fabricii is the most abundant squid of the arctic and subarctic waters of the 
North Atlantic and is considered to have some commercial potential (Kristensen 
1984, Piatkowski & Wieland 1993, Zumholz & Frandsen in press). This species is 
not commercially exploited yet, but Spanish vessels already carried out test 
fishing surveys in Greenland waters (Frandsen, pers. comm.). 
 
 
What is a statolith? 

 
Statoliths (“ear-stones”) are small, white structures found in the gravity receptor 
system in the head of cephalopods (Fig 2). They grow throughout the lifetime of 
the animal and provide a sense of balance to the animals in much the same way 
that the inner ear provides balance in humans. 
 
Statoliths are composed of calcium carbonate in the aragonite form intergrown 
with organic compounds, which consist mainly of high-molecular proteins 
(Radtke 1983). IN most cephalopods they form concentric rings visible under a 
light microscope, originating from periodically changing amounts of organics 
incorporated into the aragonite crystal (Kristensen 1980). The more organic 
material is incorporated, the better the increments can be visualized (Bettencourt 
& Guerra 2000). 
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Fig. 2 Statolith of Sepia officinalis.           
LD =lateral dome; RO = rostrum 

 
 
 
 
The shape of the statolith is varying markedly between species. It changes 
during ontogenesis from a simple droplet shape in paralarvae to the 
differentiated adult statolith comprising the rostrum, dorsal and lateral domes 
and the wing, which are common to all squid and cuttlefish (Fig. 3). To analyse 
their microstructure, most statoliths need to be ground first. Various methods of 
statolith preparation and reading were described by Arkhipkin (1991) and Dawe 
& Natsukari (1991). Increment rings in statoliths of the cuttlefish Sepia officinalis 
are weakly developed in specimens from the field and even less developed in 
reared specimens (see Chapter II and III). In contrast, the statoliths of the squid 
Gonatus fabricii show very clear and distinct rings (see Chapter IV). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Diagram of a generalized cephalopod statolith to show dimensions 
and terms used in descriptions. View of anterior side (from Clarke, 1978).
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Diversity of information taken from statoliths 
 
The amount of information that may be extracted from cephalopod statoliths by 
different methods (reviewed by Arkhipkin 2005) is quite similar to that taken 
from the otoliths of fishes (reviewed by Campana 1999). One of the striking 
differences between these two groups is their longevity. Cephalopods are 
typically short-lived animals (approx. one year), whereas most fishes are long-
lived animals with life spans of at least several years. By analysing cephalopod 
statoliths, it is possible to reveal and to date many events in their life with daily 
precision. This is almost impossible to do in adult fishes because of the strong 
decrease in growth rates of otoliths in older fish and the disappearance of daily 
growth increments in the otoliths of fish usually older than two years (Campana 
and Neilson 1985). 
 
 

Information from optical analyses 
 
Age was one of the first biological parameters that was investigated from squid 
statoliths. After revealing growth increments within the statolith microstructure, 
Clarke (1966) suggested that they could be potentially used for age estimations. 
In analogy with the otoliths of juvenile fish (review: Campana and Neilson 1985), 
the hypothesis ‘one growth increment – one day’ was later adopted (Hurley et al. 
1979, Lipinski 1980) and then validated using chemical marking (Dawe et al. 
1985, Hurley et al. 1985). Where the validation has been done, the total number 
of growth increments within the statolith microstructure represents the age of an 
individual squid in days. Validation of the statolith growth increments is difficult 
due to the costly maintenance of squid in aquariums (Yang et al. 1986 and 
others) and the small return of tagged squid in the wild (Lipinski et al. 1998). 
However, given the similarity of growth increments in validated species with 
those observed in unvalidated species (especially if both species are closely 
related), the validity of the ‘one increment – one day’ hypothesis is generally 
accepted. Over the last fifteen years, about 52 squid species have been aged, 
including all known commercial squid species of the world’s oceans (Arkhipkin 
2004, Jackson 2004). 
 
Three main growth zones (postnuclear, dark and peripheral) are usually 
observed in the statolith microstructure of adult squid. The formation of each 
zone generally corresponds to a major ontogenetic shift. The formation of the 
dark (with the widest growth increments) and peripheral (with the narrowest 
growth increments) zones in statoliths might be associated with decreased food 
intake in adult squid, and to maturation (Kristensen 1980, Morris and Aldrich 
1985). 
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When a squid or cuttlefish hatches out of its egg, a stress mark (natal ring) 
appears in the statolith microstructure. By knowing the total age of a squid in 
days and the date of capture of that squid, it is possible to back-calculate its 
hatching date. Knowledge of hatching dates with a daily precision is very 
important, especially for short-lived animals such as squid (review: Jackson 
1994).  
 
 

Information from chemical analyses 
 

Stock separation 
 

Following the recent successful application of elemental signatures in fish otolith 
(Campana 1999), their potential as natural markers of cohort and population 
structure in squid has been studied as a compliment to more common genetic 
analyses using allozymes and microsatellite DNA (Carvalho and Pitcher 1989; 
Shaw et al. 2004). Geographical differences in elemental signatures in the 
statoliths of Loligo gahi appear to reflect the occurrence of two cohorts in 
different environments throughout a substantial portion of their lives (Arkhipkin 
et al. 2004). These cohorts were assumed to represent distinct population 
components with sufficient low-level intermixing of spawners to homogenise any 
genetic differences, which were shown earlier by genetic methods (Shaw et al. 
2004). Trace element composition (chemical fingerprint) of the statoliths can 
therefore be used to identify and track specific groups of squid as they mix with 
other groups over short periods of time. 
 

Ambient environmental conditions 
 
Aragonitic hard increments of many marine taxa have been analysed for their 
chemical composition in order to find proxies for environmental conditions. 
During the last decades, several elements in coral aragonite have become well-
established proxies for sea surface temperature and other parameters such as 
salinity upwelling events in modern and ancient times (e.g. Shen et al. 1996). 
However, the pathway of any given element or ion from the environment into 
cephalopod statoliths is a multi-stage process, and is characterized by a 
sequence of more or less independent barriers. The high degree of regulation is 
most evident in a phylogenetic comparison, in which the aragonitic skeleton of 
the most primitive animals (corals) tends to reflect the composition of the 
ambient water, while animals of increasing complexity (cephalopods, fish) show 
increasing discrimination against the most abundant elements (Campana 1999). 
This comparison implies that individual group-specific calibrations are needed. To 
predict accurately the environmental characteristics at the time of calcification, it 
is important to understand the influence of as many factors as possible. 
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Reconstruction of migration routes 
 
In fish otoliths, micro-chemical analyses have proven to be a useful tool for the 
successful reconstruction of the fish’s life history, ranging from temperature 
history (Patterson et al. 1993), to detection of anadromy (Secor 1992), use as a 
natural tag (Campana et al. 1995) and the determination of migration pathways 
(Thresher et al. 1994). 
 
Chemical analyses of cephalopod statoliths indicate similar influences of 
temperature and salinity on their elemental composition as those for fish otoliths 
(e.g. Yatsu et al. 1998, Ikeda et al. 2002). However, no experimental data are 
available so far, and thus only qualitative indications from field studies exist. 
Therefore, rearing experiments under controlled environmental conditions are 
strongly needed to verify observations from the field. 
 
Direct methods to track migrations like mark-recapture studies provide definitive 
patterns of movements but are generally unfeasible for cephalopods since their 
bodies are too fragile for any external tag. Most external recording devices on 
cephalopods last for less than a few days (Murata and Nakamura 1998). 
Furthermore the short life span of cephalopods complicates the procedure. There 
are many aspects that are essential for successful tagging-recapture studies in 
general. Problems may be caused by body-size and structure in relation to the 
tag or the ability of the specimen to remove the tag actively or passively. There 
are additional problems concerning the recapture of tagged cephalopods and a 
considerable fishing effort must be guaranteed. If at all, this method is suitable 
only for larger cephalopods like the jumbo squid Dosidicus gigas (Markaito et al. 
2005). Another approach of telemetric tracking by acoustical microphones and 
transponders can only be successful for small scale migrations within a well-
defined area like a bay or a fjord (Jackson et al. 2005). However, this migration 
scenario is only realistic for octopuses and cuttlefish, but definitely not for 
squids. 
 
The main advantage of micro-chemical analysis of statoliths compared to tagging 
methods is that all animals are “tagged” and thus all specimens that are 
captured would represent a recovery. Furthermore an absolutely natural 
behaviour and life-cycle is guaranteed throughout the entire “tagging-period”. 
 
 
Analytical approach 
 
In this thesis, several modern micro-analytical techniques are applied to 
statoliths in order to obtain high-precision chemical information on the 
environmental conditions of the animals, and further to evaluate and assess the 
possibilities and optimal utilization of the respective techniques. Recent 
applications of the micro-analytical methods include mainly geological samples, 
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which do not contain organic compounds. Therefore a considerable part of this 
project focussed on adjusting and optimising the respective methods to the 
analyses of biogenic aragonite intergrown with organic compounds. 
 
The analytical methods used are Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence Analysis 
(SYXRF, Chapter II), Laser ablation inductively coupled mass spectrometry (LA-
ICP-MS, Chapter III and IV) and a high-resolution version of Secondary ion mass 
spectrometry (NanoSIMS, Chapter V). The technical differences between these 
techniques are addressed in the following paragraphs. The analytical potential in 
each case and the suitability for biological questions is discussed in Chapter VI. 

 
SYXRF 

 
X-ray fluorescence analysis bases on atomic inner shell processes. Once an atom 
has lost a core level electron by the absorption of a x-ray photon, the hole is 
refilled by an electron from a higher shell. The released energy can either cause 
a third electron to leave the atom (Auger effect) or may be emitted as a high-
energy x-ray photon. The latter process is called x-ray fluorescence. The energy 
of a fluorescence photon is characteristic for the atom and thus every element 
contained in the sample leaves its characteristic fingerprint of x-ray fluorescence 
photons. 
 
The x-ray tube is the most widely used photon source. It provides the 
experiment with monochromatic characteristic radiation from the anode material 
and/or a white bremsstrahlungs-continuum. The major advantages are an easy 
operability, low costs and mobility. Disadvantages may be the monochromatic 
radiation, small photon flux or small brilliance, and limited spatial resolution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 4 Schematic SYXRF set-up at HASYLAB, Hamburg 

 
A more powerful source with high photon flux and brilliance is the synchrotron 
(Fig. 4). Ultra-relativistic electrons are forced on a closed orbit of tens to 
hundreds of meter length. The acceleration of the electrons in the curves results 
in a white photon emission spectrum, comprising energies from the infrared to 
hard x-rays. The photons are naturally collimated and polarized, opening for a 
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wide range of applications. Any energy might be cut out with monochromators 
for specially designed experiments but also the white beam may be used as in 
our case at HASYLAB beamline L (Lechtenberg et al. 1996). 
 

LA-ICP-MS 
 
In analytical atomic spectrometry, free atoms or ions are required for the 
interaction with light energy. A laser beam focused by the optics of a microscope 
on the surface of a solid leads to the evaporation of a microscopic amount of 
sample. Because the laser ablation process deals only with sampling, the laser-
ablated material must be transported by a carrier gas to a second excitation 
process (ICP). In this process, the ablated material is evaporated, atomized, 
excited by the second energy source and finally led into a mass spectrometer. An 
advantage of this two-step operation is the potential of increased efficiencies 
during the evaporation, atomization, and excitation steps.  
 

LA-ICP-MS was first used in 1985 and has been an important analytical tool in 
the earth sciences since the early 1990s. It has been widely used as a powerful 
analytical technique for solid micro sampling analyses in geological, biological, 
environmental, nuclear, and metallurgical applications. This rapid and moderate 
cost technique combines the advantages of the high sensitivity multi-element 
capability by ICP-MS and in-situ micro solid sampling by LA. It is particularly 
attractive to scientists who want to study spatial distributions of trace elements 
in a micro scale area on sample surfaces.  
 

NanoSIMS 
 
SIMS is being used for the compositional analysis of small samples. In a SIMS 
instrument (or "ion microprobe") a high energy primary ion beam is directed at 
an area of the sample whose composition is to be determined. The interaction of 
the primary ions with the sample causes the ejection of some secondary particles 
(atoms and small molecules) from the sample. Charged particles of one polarity 
("secondary ions") can then be extracted from the sputtering area with the help 
of an electrical field between the sample and an extraction lens. These 
accelerated secondary ions constitute a secondary ion beam, which is then led 
into a mass spectrometer. There, the secondary ions are sorted by mass (and 
energy) and finally counted in an ion detector (which can be an electron 
multiplier, a Faraday cup or a channel plate). 
 
The CAMECA NanoSIMS 50, as used in this study, is a new ion microprobe, 
developed for trace element analysis of ultra-fine structures. Among the unique 
new features offered by the NanoSIMS 50 is the ability to extend the SIMS 
analysis to extremely small areas down to 50nm, while maintaining extremely 
high sensitivity at high mass resolution. Further, up to 5 masses (ions) can be 
measured in parallel. 
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Aim of this study 
 
The general focus of the present study was to evaluate the ability of micro-
chemical analysis of statoliths to give information about the environmental 
conditions during the animal’s life. From this information a reconstruction of life 
history and individual migration routes seems possible. In particular, the 
influence of temperature and salinity (see Chapter II) and diet (see Chapter 
III) on the chemical composition of statoliths was tested in laboratory 
experiments under controlled conditions. By analysing statoliths of animals with 
a known life history from the laboratory, both a qualification and a quantification 
of such influences were attained.  
After having evaluated the different methods and the influences of environmental 
factors in the lab, the analyses of statoliths was applied to cephalopods from the 
field (Chapter IV). In order to obtain new information on the chemical micro- 
and nanostructure of statoliths, the “high end” spatially resolved surface-analysis 
NanoSIMS was applied to statoliths of cuttlefish from the lab and squid from the 
field (Chapter V). The outcomes of these studies are further discussed in 
Chapter VI, thereby outlining the suitability and importance of these analytical 
techniques for further field studies. 
 
The crucial questions during this project were:  
 

• Which elements in the statolith can give evidence for the environmental 
factors encountered by the animal? 

• Can the relation between distinct environmental parameters and 
element concentrations be quantified? 

• Can microchemical analysis provide a kind of a Curriculum Vitae for 
individual animals?  

• Which ecological questions can be answered with microchemical 
analyses of biomineralized tissues and which analytical techniques are 
most suitable in each case? 

 
The results of this study will provide an essential basis for future investigations in 
the field. This may provide us with a better understanding of yet unknown 
migration patterns and spawning grounds of various cephalopod species. Such 
information can contribute considerably to an effective management of this 
valuable resource. 
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Chapter II 

 
 

Trace element incorporation into statoliths of the 
common cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis): Influence of 

temperature and salinity  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
This study presents the first microchemical analyses of cephalopod statoliths 
from laboratory experiments under different controlled environmental conditions. 
The results imply that statolith chemical composition is strongly related to both 
salinity and temperature in ambient waters. Element/Ca ratios for iodine, 
yttrium, zirconium, niobium and nickel are positively related to temperature and 
negatively to salinity. Ba/Ca ratios are negatively related to temperature and do 
not show a relation to salinity. Strontium showed no relation to both salinity and 
temperature, suggesting that the well-established proxy strontium is not as 
useful in cephalopods statoliths as in other biomineralized aragonites. 
Microanalysis of trace elements, however, shows an enormous potential for field 
studies on distribution, migration and stock separation of cephalopods. 
Furthermore, Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence Analysis (SYXRF) is introduced as 
a promising novel method for statolith analysis, providing a spatial resolution of 
12µm combined with detection limits down to 0.5 ppm. 
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Introduction 
 
Cephalopod statoliths share many geochemical and microstructural properties 
with the much better studied otoliths of teleost fishes (Radtke, 1983). Both 
structures are composed of calcium carbonate and high molecular proteins. 
Visible increments are formed of alternating layers of protein and aragonite 
(Clarke, 1978; Kristensen, 1980; Jackson, 1994). These growth rings are 
frequently used for age determination since a daily deposition of increments has 
been validated for several cephalopod species including Sepia officinalis 
(Bettencourt & Guerra, 2001).  
 
The trace element composition of mineralised tissues in many marine species is 
dependent on the composition and temperature of the surrounding seawater. This 
fact has been demonstrated experimentally for fish (e.g. Thorrold et al, 1997; 
Bath-Martin et al., 2004; Elsdon & Gillanders, 2003), corals (e.g. Shen et al., 
1996) and gastropods (Zacherl et al., 2003). For cephalopod statoliths, however, 
environmental influences have been proposed on the basis of field studies only 
(Ikeda et al., 1996a, 2003; Yatsu et al., 1998). The only study so far that 
analysed statoliths from reared cephalopods found considerable variations in the 
Sr/Ca ratio despite of constant conditions during the rearing (Ikeda et al., 2002).  
 
Microchemical analyses have become a standard method in fish otoliths to 
reconstruct environmental histories of individuals and as biological tracers of 
stocks (e.g. Arai et al., 2004; Limburg, 1995, 1996, 1998; Campana, 2000; for a 
comprehensive review see: Campana, 1999). Compared to fish otoliths, there 
have been only few studies examining the chemical composition of cephalopod 
statoliths (e.g. Durholtz et al., 1997; Lipinski et al., 1997; Ikeda et al., 2002; 
Bettencourt & Guerra, 2000), but statolith chemistry appears to be a field of 
growing interest. Chemical signatures of statoliths have been used as a tool to 
determine environmental life-histories of the neon flying squid Ommastrephes 
bartramii (Yatsu et al., 1998) and the Japanese common squid Todarodes 
pacificus (Ikeda et al., 2003) as well as to distinguish stocks of the Patagonian 
longfin squid Loligo gahi (Arkhipkin et al., 2004), yet the method remains largely 
unverified. It is not documented whether the Sr/Ca ratio or any other trace 
element signature is primarily related to ambient temperature or whether it is 
simultaneously influenced by salinity, diet or other factors. Predictive 
relationships between statolith composition and temperature or salinity have not 
been determined so far. Ikeda et al. (1996a) proposed a relation of strontium, 
iron and zinc concentrations to temperature in statoliths of Todarodes pacificus 
from the field. Nevertheless the same authors pointed out the necessity of 
rearing experiments under controlled environmental conditions to verify their 
observations. 
 
Analyses of statoliths from the field can give only limited information about how 
and to which extent environmental factors contribute to observed differences. 
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However, precise information is essential to reconstruct the environmental 
history and migratory pathways of cephalopods. Before statoliths can be used to 
reconstruct life histories from wild caught specimens, a calibration is required for 
as many elements and as many factors as possible. To provide first quantitative 
relations, we performed rearing experiments under controlled conditions to 
estimate the individual influence of temperature and salinity on the elemental 
composition of cuttlefish statoliths. 
 
Microchemical studies on statoliths so far were based on various techniques, 
including particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE) (Ikeda et al., 1996a, 1996b; 
Lipinski et al., 1997; Durholtz et al., 1997), electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) 
(Bettencourt & Guerra, 2000; Ikeda et al., 2002; Ikeda et al., 2003), and 
solution based inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry ICP-MS (Arkhipkin 
et al., 2004). In this study, we applied Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence Analysis 
(SYXRF) to cephalopod statoliths for the first time, an advanced method which 
provides spatially resolved determination of trace element concentrations down 
to 0.5 ppm. Synchrotron radiation (SR) has been used in recent years as an 
excellent excitation source for X-ray fluorescence spectrometry. SR offers, in 
contrast to conventional X-ray sources, highly brilliant polychromatic, polarized 
radiation with which micro-domain X-ray fluorescence spectrometry becomes 
possible. Recent SYXRF applications include mainly geological samples (e.g.: 
Lowenstern, 1993; Hansteen et al., 2000), but also biological material like 
human bones (Zoeger et al., 2004), tree stems (Martin et al., 2003) and human 
teeth (Barrea et al., 2003). The SYXRF-analyses of fish otoliths (Tsukamoto et 
al., 1998; Nakai et al., 1999), bivalve shells (Thorn et al., 1995) and corals 
(Allison et al., 2001) highlighted the suitability for bio-mineralized aragonite.  
 
The aim of this study was to (1) find potential elemental proxies for temperature 
and salinity (2) estimate first quantitative relations between statolith element 
concentrations and temperature and salinity of the surrounding water (3) 
evaluate the suitability of SYXRF for this kind of analysis. 
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Materials and methods 
 
 

Rearing experiments 
 
Cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis) eggs were collected in Brittany, France in August 
2003. Hatching took place at the Leibniz-Institut für Meereswissenschaften, Kiel 
in September 2003. Hatchlings were reared in a common tank in artificial 
seawater of salinity 32 for 10 days, at which time they were randomly distributed 
among 15 acid-washed 240l glass tanks at a density of 1 cuttlefish per 20 litres. 
Light was provided from fluorescent tubes on a 12:12 h day-night cycle. Ad 
libitum feedings were conducted daily with live mysid shrimp (Mysidaceae). 
Experimental tanks were randomly assigned three salinities (25, 32 and 39 with 
a constant temperature of 19°C) and three temperature treatments (19, 25 and 
28 °C with a constant salinity of 32). Three replicate tanks were used for each 
treatment (15 tanks in total). Constant salinity and temperature were maintained 
throughout the whole experiments. Temperature was controlled permanently in 
climate chambers. Salinity was controlled daily. Artificial seawater 
(InstantOcean®) mixed with Baltic Sea water was used to regulate salinity. 
Treatments were chosen to represent the ranges of temperature and salinity that 
are potentially encountered by juveniles during the growing season. Experiments 
were terminated after 60 days. Surviving cuttlefish were killed, weight and dorsal 
mantle length were measured. Due to high mortalities during experiments, 
replicates were pooled and five specimens from each treatment were analysed.  
 

Preparation of samples 
 
Statoliths were extracted from freshly killed animals, rinsed with distilled water 
and stored dry in eppendorf-caps until further preparation. Statoliths were 
ground to the focus in the lateral dome as doubly polished, 40 micrometers thick 
sections. The term lateral dome is used as defined by Clarke (1978), focus is 
defined as the starting point of crystallization (Kristensen, 1980). Statolith 
sections were mounted on a 3.5 µm Mylar foil and analysed at Beamline L of the 
Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB at DESY in Hamburg. The 
surface of polished statoliths was cleaned with deionised water. Due to the 
trough passing x-rays, however, the influence of a contaminated surface is 
minimized when using SYXRF.  
 

Analytical methods 
 
Water samples from each tank were collected in 20-day intervals, including the 
start and end of the experiment. Samples from each tank were averaged and the 
mean values were then used in subsequent analyses. Water analyses were 
carried out by solution ICP-MS at the Institute of Geosciences, University of 
Bremen, using a ThermoFinnigan Element2™. Prior to analysis, water samples 
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from each experiment tank were diluted 1:200 for Ca, Mg and Sr, and 1:20 for 
all other elements. For sample introduction a PEEK cyclonic spray chamber with a 
micro-flow nebulizer operating in self-aspirating mode was used. In order to 
avoid mass interferences, Mg, Mn and Zn were measured at medium resolution 
(4000) and all other elements at low (300) resolution. Internal precision as 
expressed by the relative standard deviation of nine analytical passes was 
typically 1-7 % for most elements and increased for concentrations below 0.01 
ng·ml-1. 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1: 
Schematic SYXRF set-up at HASYLAB, Hamburg 

 
Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence microprobe (SYXRF) was used to determine the 
distribution of trace elements in statoliths. Doubly polished, 40 micrometers thick 
sections were analysed at the SYXRF set-up at HASYLAB Beamline L (Fig. 1), 
using white synchrotron radiation and a glass capillary producing a beam 
diameter of about 12 micrometers. The primary beam was passed through a 200 
µm thick ultra-pure Cu foil; acquisition times were typically 1000s. The photon 
beam reaches the sample surface at a 45° angle, and is attenuated very little on 
passing through the sample. The analysed volume is thus tubular with a circular 
outline, and has a length = (sin45°)-1 * sample thickness. The characteristic 
radiation was detected by a High Performance Germanium (HPGe) solid-state 
detector (Detector Systems GmbH, Germany). Spectrum evaluation was 
performed with the AXIL software package (Espen et al., 1977; Grieken and 
Markowicz, 1993). A fundamental-parameter approach was used to compute 
element concentrations (Vincze et al., 1993). The sample-specific variables 
thickness, density and major element concentration were used as input for the 
simulation procedure. Detection limits for the set-up at beamline L at HASYLAB 
using 1000 s aquisition time are typically between 0.5 ppm and 10 ppm for 
elements between Z = 27 (Co) and Z = 64 (Gd) using the K α and K β lines for 
quantification (Lechtenberg et al., 1996; Hansteen et al., 2000). Detection limits  
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were estimated at between 0.5 and 8 ppm for the elements of interest and the 
specific specimen composition and thickness, based on the attained counting 
statistics. Errors due to counting statistics when analysing the same point twice 
was found to be much less than 1 % relative. Thus intra-sample variations of up 
to several % are clearly attributed to minor chemical heterogeneities. As the 
hard X-rays pass through the thin samples, the influence of a contaminated 
surface is minimized when using SYXRF. 
 

Location of measuring points 
 
Measuring points were focussed on the outer part of the lateral dome (Fig. 2) to 
represent the time of rearing experiments and a region of regular growth rates. 
Six points per specimen were measured, i.e. altogether 30 points on 5 specimens 
were analysed per treatment. 
 

 

100 µm 

Fig. 2: 
Sepia officinalis. Ground statolith showing the location of analytical points in the outer region of
the lateral dome as white dots. Location of measurements is displayed artificially, since SYXRF
leaves no visible marks in or on the statolith. 
 

 
 
Statistical analysis 

 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for significant element/Ca ratio 
differences (1) in water between tanks and (2) in statoliths between specimens 
and (3) between treatments. The assumptions of ANOVA were met: data were 
normally distributed and variances were homogeneous among factor levels. 
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Results 
 
 

Water analyses 
 
Elemental concentrations of calcium, barium, strontium and yttrium in the tank 
water differed significantly between salinity treatments (p<0.001), but not 
among temperatures (p >0.05). Element/Ca ratios were neither significantly 
different between salinity treatments (p >0.05) nor temperature treatments (p 
>0.05). Concentrations of zirconium were close to detection limit and showed 
high variances, niobium and iodine were not detectable in water samples. 
 

Statolith analyses 
 
SYXRF provides simultaneous multi-element-analyses of the sample. The 
following elements were quantifiable in the investigated statoliths: Sr, Ba, I, Y, 
Zr, Nb, Ni. No significant chemical variations between specimens from the same 
treatment were found (p> 0.05). Variation coefficients v (%) for concentration 
variations within each statolith ranged between 1 and 8. 
 

Salinity effect 
 
For iodine, yttrium, zirconium, niobium and nickel, the respective element/Ca 
ratios differed significantly between salinity treatments (table 1). For all five 
elements, post-hoc Tukey multiple comparisons revealed that the element/Ca 
ratio for the salinity 25 treatment differed significantly from those corresponding 
to salinities 32 and 39 (Fig. 3). Differences between salinities 32 and 39, 
however, were not significant. Both barium and strontium did not show any 
relation to salinity. 
 

Temperature effect 
 
Iodine, yttrium, zirconium, niobium and nickel showed positive relations to 
temperature while barium is negatively related to temperature (table 1). For all 
six elements, post-hoc Tukey multiple comparisons revealed that determined 
element/Ca ratios for the 19°C treatment varied significantly from 25°C and 
28°C (Fig. 4). Differences between 25°C and 28°C, however, were not 
significant. Strontium did not show any clear relation to temperature. 
The following linear regressions for the relation of Ba/Ca and I/Ca to temperature 
were calculated (element/Ca ratios given in µmol·mol –1; temperature given in 
°C): 

[Ba/Ca] = 26.89 – 0.574 T 
 

[I/Ca] = 1.49 + 0.244 T 
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Table 1: 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table summarizing the effect of salinity and temperature treatments 
on element/Ca ratios in Sepia officinalis statoliths. 
 
 

source F p 

Sr/Ca   

  temperature 2.93 0.10 

  salinity 1.20 0.34 

Ba/Ca   

  temperature 13.52 0.002 

  salinity 1.98 0.18 

I/Ca   

  temperature 13.33 0.002 

  salinity 20.02 0.002 

Y/Ca   

  temperature 8.61 0.007 

  salinity 15.29 0.0007 

Zr/Ca   

  temperature 7.23 0.01 

  salinity 11.34 0.002 

Nb/Ca   

  temperature 7.52 0.01 

  salinity 7.51 0.009 

Ni/Ca   

  temperature 17.48 0.0005 

  salinity 45.61 0.0000 
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Fig. 3: 
Sepia officinalis. Element concentrations determined by SYXRF in the distal part of the statolith 
lateral dome versus salinity of the surrounding water in laboratory experiments. Points 
represent means of five specimens with six analytical spots each. Error bars represent standard
deviation.  
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Fig. 4: 
Element concentrations determined by SYXRF in the distal part of the statolith lateral dome 
versus temperature of the surrounding water in laboratory experiments. Points represent 
means of five specimens with six analytical spots each. Error bars represent standard 
deviation. Linear regressions for Ba/Ca and I/Ca are given. 
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Discussion 
 
Our results demonstrate a strong influence of both temperature and salinity on 
the incorporation of elements into cuttlefish statoliths. Elemental concentrations 
of iodine, yttrium, zirconium and niobium have not been determined before in 
statoliths. Therefore no published information on these elements in statoliths is 
available for cross-reference. Results for strontium and barium, however, can be 
compared to other studies. They show some similarities but also some major 
differences that are important for the applications in the field. 
 

Strontium 
 
Several papers addressed the influence of salinity on strontium incorporation into 
statoliths and otoliths. A positive relation to salinity has been proposed for 
cephalopods from the field (Ikeda et al., 2002) as well as for several migrating 
fish species (reviewed by Secor and Rooker, 2000). However, the relation to 
temperature is more ambiguous in the literature. Empirical laboratory studies 
have reported a negative temperature dependence of Sr for corals (Smith et al., 
1979) and fish (Secor et al., 1995) as well as positive (Bath et al., 2000), non-
linear (Kalish, 1989; Elsdon and Gillanders, 2002) and nonexistent (Gillanders 
and Kingsford, 1996) relationships between temperature and Sr/Ca in fish 
otoliths. For cephalopod statoliths, a negative Sr/Ca relation to temperature has 
been proposed on the basis of specimens from the field (Yatsu et al., 1998; 
Ikeda et al., 1996a). However, the only spatially resolved micro-chemical study 
on cephalopod statoliths from rearing experiments to date reported considerable 
variation in Sr/Ca ratios despite of constant water temperature (Ikeda et al., 
2002). The underlying basis of the Sr/Ca temperature dependence is presumed 
to be a kinetic effect since the rate of strontium incorporation into inorganic 
aragonite varies inversely with temperature (Kinsman and Holland, 1969), but 
the composition of most biomineralized tissues is obviously influenced by some 
form of biological fractionation (Campana, 1999). Furthermore the same author 
points out the fact that the ambient concentration or the element/Ca ratio of an 
element is not necessarily a good indication of its availability to the animal. In 
general, dissolved ions that are free of ligands are the only chemical species 
available for uptake by the gills (Knezovich, 1994). Uptake of elements from the 
diet, however, may follow completely different principles. In corals, strontium is 
incorporated not only through a simple ion substitution for Ca, but to a 
considerable amount as strontianite (SrCO3) (Greegor et al., 1997; but for a 
different view see: Finch et al., 2003). Since strontium concentrations are similar 
to those in cephalopod statoliths, this mechanism seems possible for these 
aragonite-dominated structures as well. However, no specific investigations have 
been made about the possible occurrence of strontianite in statoliths. Strontium 
is required for statolith development and thus normal swimming behaviour of 
hatchling cuttlefish (Hanlon et al., 1989). Therefore it obviously plays an 
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important role in the biomineralization process of statoliths, but the actual 
mechanism of statolith formation is still unknown. 
 

Barium 
 
The value of Ba as a proxy for water depth due to its nutrient-like distribution is 
well established (Lea et al., 1989). Furthermore, experiments on inorganic 
aragonite have shown that barium incorporation is negatively correlated with 
temperature between 10 and 50°C (Dietzel et al., 2003). Zacherl et al. (2003) 
were the first to demonstrate an inverse effect of temperature on barium 
incorporation into biogenic aragonite using protoconchs of larval neogastropods 
Kelletia kelletia. Results of the current study support this relation. Therefore 
Ba/Ca ratios in calcified structures may have potential for recovering 
temperature histories. Barium appears to be a particularly suitable proxy for the 
environmental temperature history of cuttlefish since our data suggest that the 
Ba incorporation is only influenced by temperature, not confounded by salinity. A 
positive relation of Ba/Ca ratio in surrounding water to barium incorporation has 
been demonstrated for gastropods (Zacherl et al., 2003), but the absolute 
barium concentration appears to have less influence in cephalopods.  
 

Iodine, Yttrium, Zirconium, Niobium, Nickel 
 
For iodine, yttrium, zirconium, niobium and nickel, the element/Ca ratio of the 
surrounding water was constant in all treatments. The negative relations of these 
elements to salinity suggest that their incorporation is dependent on the absolute 
concentrations and not on the element/Ca ratios in the surrounding water. A 
negative relation to the absolute concentration in seawater, however, sounds 
rather uncommon. A possible explanation for this relation may be a different 
degree of complexation of ions in the water at different salinities. As only 
dissolved ions which are free of ligands are likely to pass the various membranes 
between seawater and the statoliths, the concentration of free ions may be the 
key factor. Anyhow, since the analyses of these trace elements in seawater do 
not allow for a separation of free and bound ions, we can only speculate about 
this phenomenon. As analytical possibilities will improve, this question may be 
addressed in future investigations.  
 
Moreover, the element/Ca ratios for these five elements in the statoliths differed 
not only between salinities but also between temperatures. This will probably be 
more important for investigations in the field, since most cephalopods are not 
supposed to encounter considerable salinity changes during their lives. 
 
Rather close relations between concentrations of yttrium, zirconium and niobium 
independent from treatments suggest a common mode of inclusion. The 
difference compared to strontium and barium may be explained by the different 
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incorporation process into the crystal lattice, or alternatively, a preconcentration 
in the organic portion of the statoliths.  
 
Iodine is located in either the organic matrix as an organi-iodo compound or is 
incorporated as iodate in the lattice. The variations with temperature may be 
explained by different growth rates, but the salinity variation is harder to explain 
without knowing what the iodine resides in the lattice. However, if it was passive 
incorporation into the lattice from an inorganic form the salinity should not 
change the incorporation ratio. 
 
Yttrium is chemically very similar to the Rare Earth Elements (REEs), which are 
well studied in corals and other CaCO3 minerals (Sholkovitz and Shen, 1995). In 
seawater Y is mostly dissolved as carbonate complexes and so would easily be 
taken up into the aragonite lattice of the statolith. In principle this explains the 
observed behaviour of Y incorporation into the statoliths. Anorganic precipitation 
of aragonite would typically result in Y/Ca ratios 1-2 times higher than in 
seawater. The observed anomalous enrichment of Y may thus be related to 
biological processes. The temperature and salinity variations might be 
anticipated based on a decreased amount of Y(CO3)+ with increasing salinity and 
an increase with temperature due to changes in pH (more basic solution). 
However, pH measurements would be needed to address this problem in a 
quantitative manner. 
 
Both zirconium and niobium are present in seawater at extremely low 
concentrations and their chemistry is such that they would not normally be 
expected to occur in such elevated concentrations in the aragonite. Dissolved 
zirconium shows a recycled-type vertical profile in the Northwest Pacific with 
concentrations around 330pM, while niobium shows a more uniform profile with 
concentration around 3pM (Sohrin et al., 1998). They are both present at highly 
enriched concentrations over their metal:Ca ratios in seawater. As in Y, this 
enrichment is probably biologically controlled.  
 
The role of yttrium, zirconium and niobium in the metabolism is poorly studied, 
so that assumptions on metabolic influences cannot be based on facts. The 
incorporation of these elements is obviously influenced by salinity and 
temperature, but further studies on the underlying processes are strongly 
needed for an adequate evaluation. 
 

Microchemistry as a fingerprinting of migration pathways 
 
In the salinity experiment, no differences were found between 32 and 39 ppt for 
any element/Ca ratio. Since by far the most cephalopods live within this salinity 
range and will never experience lower salinities (Sepia officinalis is one of the few 
exceptions), the temperature dependence will probably be more important for 
the majority of future investigations in the field. A considerable change of 
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temperature should be experienced by most species that are performing 
horizontal or vertical migrations.  
 
The element/Ca ratios were not manipulated and therefore not different between 
the treatments in the current study. We wanted to test whether the statoliths 
elemental composition is influenced by the “standard” parameters salinity and 
temperature. Since data for these parameters are easily available with enormous 
spatial and temporal resolution for most areas in the world ocean, studies on 
chemical statolith composition would be easily interpretable. Further 
experimental studies should investigate the influence of element/Ca ratios in the 
water. But the comparably bad documentation of trace element concentrations in 
natural water masses makes it difficult to interpret field studies concerning 
migration pathways and natal origins.  
 
Having only three points per element at our disposal, the exact form of a 
calibration curve is uncertain for a majority of the elements, and it thus appears 
inappropriate to fit distinct curves to our data alone. The relations of Y, Zr, Nb, Ni 
and I to salinity, however, show obvious negative trends. The same five 
elements show positive relations to temperature, while Ba appears to be 
negatively related to temperature. Among the presented relations, the very good 
linear trends between Ba, I and temperature stand out in the data set. Despite 
the mentioned uncertainties concerning the accurate curve form, we estimated a 
linear regression for the temperature influence on Ba and I. This relation is in 
accordance with the linear Ba-temperature relation demonstrated for the 
neogastropod Kelletia kelletia (Zacherl et al., 2003). Further, the estimated least 
square regression lines are very close to the mean values. However, it must be 
emphasized that the lines and equations given here are not meant to represent 
accurate correlations, but first approximations of relations that obviously affect 
the microchemistry of statoliths. Therefore we strongly recommend keeping this 
uncertainty in mind when using these equations in further studies. 
 
To avoid any possible influence of diet (Chapter III) we chose an identical diet for 
all experiments. We cannot exclude, however, the effect of physiological changes, 
if uptake of trace elements is related to growth because there is a significant 
effect of temperature on growth rate (Forsythe and Van Heukelem, 1987). There 
is no published information about this topic for cephalopods, but for larval spot, 
Bath-Martin et al. (2004) report no relations of aragonite precipitation rates and 
larval growth rates to Sr/Ca ratios in the otoliths. When assuming that trace 
element incorporation in cephalopod statoliths functions in a similar way as in fish 
otoliths, than temperature has been the dominant variable in our experiment. 
 
Our results, however, revealed notable differences of statolith elemental 
incorporation compared to studies carried out on fish otoliths. This indicates 
different biological fractionation processes, probably due to the considerably 
different metabolism and physiology of cephalopods. Obviously it is not 
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appropriate to simply adopt results from experimental otolith studies to 
cephalopod statoliths. Therefore, further experimental investigations on statoliths 
are required to evaluate the influence on other environmental factors such as 
diet, growth and stress. 
 

Suitability of SYXRF for the analysis of zoned biocrystals: 
 
The current study is the first to apply SYXRF to statoliths. The set up as used in 
our study provides a unique combination of both high spatial resolution around 
12µm, according to approximately five days in the life of the cuttlefish 
(Bettencourt and Guerra,, 2001) and very low detection limits (down to 0.5 
ppm). Another main advantage of SYXRF is the simultaneous measurement of all 
elements in the periodic table of elements between Ca (Z = 20) and Pb (Z = 82). 
This means that we do not have to focus on distinct elements but can obtain an 
overview of the complete trace elemental composition. 
 
Up to now, microchemical methods either provided an appropriate spatial 
resolution (microbeam methods like EPMA, LA-ICP-MS, SIMS or PIXE) or very 
low detection limits (solution based methods). Hence, most microbeam studies 
focussed on strontium, the most abundant element incorporated into the 
aragonite-matrix of statoliths. However, in cuttlefish statoliths, strontium 
appears to be no useful proxy for neither temperature nor salinity. Solution-
based methods like ICP-MS methods provide extremely low detection limits 
(Arkhipkin et al., 2004), but in return they cannot give any time-scale 
information.  
 
Because the X-ray beam passes completely through the sample during analysis, 
an integrated signal over the sample thickness is obtained. Compared to 
ablation-type analytical methods like SIMS and LA-ICP-MS, this is a major 
advantage of the SYXRF for this special application. Due to the slight sample 
heterogeneity caused by organic substances occurring in variable amounts, 
SYXRF is more likely than other methods to provide reliable measurements. 
However, the relatively higher analysed volume compared to other 
microanalytical methods can only be combined with an optimum spatial 
resolution once the beam path is aligned perpendicular to the earstone growth 
direction. 
 
The analyses of these particular biocrystals require quite extensive preparation. 
Due to the incorporated organic matter, the ground slices are very delicate and 
fragile. Until now there is no practicable way to remove or replace the organic 
compounds without destroying the structure or influencing the chemical 
composition. Another peculiarity of these objects is the geometrical shape. To 
analyse transect representing the whole lifetime, it is essential to have a thinly 
ground slice containing the core region. Furthermore, we have to find a transect 
for our measurements that forms a right angle to the growth rings. Assuming the 
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growth rings are exactly in a right angle to the transect, SYXRF achieves a 
spatial resolution corresponding to the beam diameter, which means 12µm in our 
study. Analysing overlapping spots can halve this spatial resolution. 12µm in the 
earstone are equivalent to approximately 5 days in the life of cephalopods, 
depending on species and individual growth rates. 
The finding of hitherto not determined elements, given a high spatial resolution 
for statoliths in this study expresses the suitability of SYXRF. The excellent 
micro-scale resolution of several micrometers and the precise, simultaneous 
analysis of elements from Calcium (Ca) to Lead (Pb) makes this method a 
powerful tool to gather life history information of various marine organisms 
forming bio-crystals.  
 
The SYXRF analyses provide an average value of elemental concentrations in a 
cylindrical volume through the sample. Thereby smaller scale heterogeneities 
that may occur due to daily increment formation (Chapter V) are averaged out. 
Elements are measured independently from their location in the matrix, i.e. in 
the organic matter or in the aragonite lattice. This principle is completely 
different from other microbeam methods and may be responsible for the finding 
of iodine and the comparably high concentrations of yttrium, zirconium and 
niobium.  
 
The combination of spatially resolved chemical analyses and growth increment 
interpretation provides a method of dating observed changes in elemental 
composition of statoliths. This allows reconstructing a kind of a Curriculum Vitae 
for the particular specimen. However, before statoliths can be used to 
reconstruct life histories from wild caught specimens, a quantitative calibration is 
needed for as many factors and as many species as possible. Therefore further 
rearing experiments under controlled conditions are strongly required.  
 
Conclusion 
 
This study demonstrated considerable influences of temperature and salinity on 
the elemental composition of cuttlefish statoliths. We detected four elements 
(Iodine, Yttrium, Zirconium and Niobium) that showed negative relations to 
salinity and positive relations to temperature. Strontium, a well-established 
proxy in other marine biomineralized tissues, appears to be no useful proxy for 
both salinity and temperature in cuttlefish. Barium, however, may bear the best 
potential for field studies, since the barium concentration in statoliths is 
influenced only by temperature and not by salinity. The advanced SYXRF set-up 
as used in this study provides excellent prospects for trace element analyses of 
calcified tissues, particularly since most of the detected elements cannot be 
measured with other methods given a similar spatial resolution. 
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Chapter III 

 
 

Food effects on statolith composition of the 
common cuttlefish (Sepia officinalis) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
The concentration of trace elements within cephalopod statoliths can provide a 
record of the environmental characteristics at the time of calcification. To 
reconstruct accurately the environmental characteristics at the time of 
calcification, it is important to understand the influence of as many factors as 
possible. To test the hypothesis that the elemental composition of cuttlefish 
statoliths could be influenced by diet, juvenile Sepia officinalis were fed either 
shrimp Crangon sp. or fish Clupea harengus under equal temperature and 
salinity regimes in laboratory experiments. Element concentrations in different 
regions of the statoliths (core – lateral dome – rostrum) were determined using 
laser ablation - inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA- ICPMS). The 
ratios of Sr/Ca, Ba/Ca, Mn/Ca and Y/Ca in the statolith’s lateral dome of shrimp-
fed cuttlefish were significantly higher than in the statolith’s lateral dome of fish-
fed cuttlefish. Moreover, significant differences between statolith regions were 
found for all analysed elements. The fact that diet adds a considerable variation 
especially to Sr/Ca and Ba/Ca must be taken into account in future micro-
chemical statolith studies targeting cephalopod’s life history. 
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Introduction 
 
Statoliths, the earstones of cephalopods, are composed mostly of calcium 
carbonate (aragonite form) but also include protein and minor and trace 
elements. The concentrations of elements in statoliths can provide substantial 
information for the reconstruction of cephalopod’s environmental histories (Ikeda 
et al 2003, Zumholz et al. Chapter II and IV). Furthermore, stock separations 
based on statolith microchemistry appear to be possible (Arkhipkin et al. 2004).  
 
Statolith composition studies generally assume that element incorporation into 
the statolith is mainly influenced by chemical and physical parameters of the 
surrounding water (Yatsu et al 1998, Zumholz et al. Chapter II). However, 
strontium is also incorporated into the statolith matrix via the cephalopod’s diet 
(Hurley et al 1985). In their study, artificially enriched diet (shrimp soaked in 
strontium chloride solution) was used to chemically mark distinct statolith 
regions. Therefore a positive effect of Sr in the diet on the statolith Sr/Ca was 
revealed, but a quantification of this influence has not been shown yet. 
Furthermore, strontium is the only element tested for a dietary effect up to now. 
 
Research on fish otoliths has shown that many factors can affect otolith 
chemistry (for a detailed review, see Campana 1999). In addition to temperature 
and salinity, growth rate (Sadovy & Severin, 1992; Mugiya & Satoh, 1997), 
gonad development (Kalish, 1991), stress (Kalish, 1991; Townsend et al. 1992) 
and diet (Limburg, 1995; Gallahar & Kingsford, 1996, Buckel et al. 2004) are all 
thought to influence incorporation of elements into otoliths. The magnitude of the 
effect of these factors on cephalopod statoliths, and how precisely they can be 
analysed, will be important in determining how reliable statoliths can be used in 
recording environmental history. 
 
The general effect of diet on fish otolith chemistry is still being debated; of the 
six studies that have addressed this question (reviewed by Buckel et al. 2004), 
three have found a dietary effect on otolith Sr/Ca (Limburg 1995, Gallahar and 
Kingsord 1996) or Sr/Ca and Ba/Ca (Buckel et al 2004). Three other studies on 
different species, however, found no effect of artificially enriched diet on otolith 
composition (Hoff and Fuiman 1995, Farrell and Campana 1996, Milton and 
Chenery 2001). 
 
For spatially resolved microchemical analyses of statoliths, the evaluation of the 
elemental composition in different statolith regions like core, rostrum and lateral 
dome is essential. Considerable spatial variations in strontium contents, but not 
in magnesium were found in statoliths of squid and cuttlefish (Durholtz et al. 
1997, Bettencourt and Guerra 2000). Distributions of other elements, however, 
have not been investigated systematically up to now. 
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Cuttlefish are among the most important cephalopod resources in European 
waters (Denis and Robin 2001). Official statistics for this species indicate an 
average (1993-2003) production of 41 000 tons per year almost equally coming 
from the Atlantic and the Mediterranean (FAO, 2005). As well as representing an 
important fisheries resource, cuttlefish have a potentially important ecological 
role both as predators on shrimp and fish (Castro and Guerra 1990) and as prey 
(e.g. Clarke and Pascoe 1985). Since cuttlefish is rather unproblematic in rearing 
experiments, compared to other cephalopods, this species is regularly used as a 
model organism for cephalopods studies. Thus, cuttlefish provide an opportunity 
to examine the effect of natural prey types on statolith chemistry using fish and 
shrimp. The dietary effect of natural prey types, a crucial question for future 
micro-analytical statolith studies targeting cephalopod’s life history, has never 
been investigated before. The aim of this study therefore was to (1) test the null 
hypothesis that statolith chemistry of cuttlefish is independent of diet, and (2) to 
quantify and compare the elemental composition in different regions of S. 
officinalis statoliths. 
 
 
Materials and Methods 
 

Rearing experiments 
 
Cuttlefish eggs were collected in coastal waters of Normandy, France in July 
2005 and transported to the aquarium at IFM-GEOMAR, Kiel. Hatching took place 
in the aquarium in a common tank in running water from the main aquarium 
water circuit (salinity: 28ppt, temperature 19°C). Hatchlings were initially fed 
with live mysid shrimps for the first 20 days. After that time they were randomly 
distributed among six experimental tanks and were fed either shrimp (Crangon 
sp.) or fish (Clupea harengus) prey over a 60-day period. For each food 
treatment three replicate tanks with a stocking of three specimens each were 
used. The light: dark cycle was 12:12h for the duration of the experiment. Both 
prey types were caught in the North Sea and stored frozen. The temperature 
during the experiments was maintained at 21.3°C (standard deviation: 0.6°C), 
salinity was 28.4ppt (standard deviation: 0.4ppt). Both temperature and salinity 
were controlled daily. At the end of the experiment, the animals were killed and 
statoliths were removed immediately. 
 

Statolith processing 
 
One statolith from each cuttlefish was used, i.e. altogether 18 statoliths were 
analysed. Statoliths were attached concave side up onto a microscopic glass slide 
with thermoplastic resin (Buehler ®) and were ground on one side with wet 
waterproof lapping film (3M ®; 30µm, 15µm, 3µm) until the ground surface 
extended to the edge (i.e. the most extended point) of the dorsal dome and the 
focus could be seen just beneath the ground surface. Ground statoliths were 
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observed under a Leitz Laborlux K microscope (250× magnification) to locate the 
analytical regions. 
 
 
 

Statolith analyses 
 
The polished statoliths used for element analysis were triple-rinsed in MilliQ 
water. Eight analytical points were placed on each statolith (Fig. 1). One point 
was placed into the nucleus, i.e. the region laid down before hatching. Four 
points were placed into the outer lateral dome and three points were placed into 
the rostrum, both regions representing the time of experiments. 
 
 
 

200µm 

rostrum 

lateral 
dome 

core 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: 
Ground statolith of Sepia officinalis showing the 
laser ablation craters at analytical points. 
 

 
 

 
 

The analyses were carried out by laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass 
spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) at the Institute of Geosciences, University of Bremen, 
using a 266 nm frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG laser (Finnigan UV LaserProbe) 
coupled to a ThermoFinnigan Element2. Helium was used as sample gas in the 
ablation cell (0.4 l·min-1) and Argon was subsequently added (0.8 l·min-1) to the 
gas flow. Ablation parameters included a laser energy of 2-2.5 mJ (Q-switched 
mode) and a pulse rate of 5 Hz resulting in crater sizes of 60- 80µm. Eleven 
isotopes were recorded during 90 seconds with five samples near the center of 
each peak and a total dwell time of 50 ms per isotope. Owing to the lack of 
matrix-matched standards, we used the glass reference materials NIST610 (for 
23Na, 43Ca, 88Sr) and NIST612 (for 23Na, 25Mg, 43Ca, 55Mn, 64Zn, 89Y, 90Zr, 93Nb, 
138Ba, 238U) for external calibration taking the accepted concentrations of Pearce 
et al. (1997). Both standards were analysed and a new calibration line 
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established after every 5 to 11 data points (standard bracketing) to compensate 
for any instrumental drift.  
 
We used the GeoProTM software to define a blank of 8-20 s duration and a stable 
signal period of 15-50 s duration following a pre-ablation period of 5-13 s for 
each measured point. For quantification the blank was subtracted and Ca was 
used as internal standard element with an assumed stoichiometric concentration 
of 40 wt%. We preferred single-point over two-point calibration because the two 
differently coloured NIST standards show distinct ablation behaviour and element 
fractionation at 266 nm laser wavelength (Guillong et al., 2003). The external 
analytical precision was determined through replicate analyses of the 
homogeneous standard reference materials NIST612 and GOR128G (basaltic 
glass; Jochum et al. (2000). Our data indicate a precision of better than 3 % for 
concentrations above 0.5-1 µg·g-1 and up to 13 % for concentrations above 0.01 
µg·g-1.  

 
Prey and water analyses 
 

Bulk analyses of prey and water were carried out by solution ICP-MS at the 
Institute of Geosciences, University of Bremen, using a ThermoFinnigan 
Element2™. Prior to analysis, water samples from each experiment tank were 
diluted 1:200 for Ca, Mg and Sr, and 1:20 for all other elements. Samples of 
whole shrimp and fish pieces as used for the feeding were freeze-dried and 
hackled. The dry samples were weighted (between 146 and 368 mg) and mixed 
with 5 ml of concentrated ultrapure nitric acid in teflon beakers for more than a 
day at room temperature. For subsequent pressure digestion the samples were 
heated in about 10 minutes to 210 °C in a MLS Ethos™ microwave and the 
temperature held for further 10 minutes. The solutions were diluted and spiked 
with indium as internal standard with the final analyte solutions containing 0.29-
0.74 mg·ml-1 of total dissolved solids.  
 
For sample introduction we used a PEEK cyclonic spray chamber with a micro-
flow nebulizer operating in self-aspirating mode. In order to avoid mass 
interferences, Mg, Mn, Ni and Zn were measured at medium resolution (4000) 
and all other elements at low (300) resolution. Internal precision as expressed by 
the relative standard deviation of nine analytical passes was typically 1-7 % for 
most elements and increased for concentrations below 0.01 ng·ml-1. 
 

Statistical analyses 
 
Molar element/Ca ratios were calculated and values per statolith region were 
averaged by specimen. We compared statolith element/Ca ratios using a nested 
ANOVA to test for the hypotheses of no overall effect of diet on element 
incorporation into statolith aragonite. For comparisons between statolith 
locations a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc Tukey multiple 
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comparisons were used to test for significant differences in element/Ca ratios 
among the core, the lateral dome and the rostrum. The assumptions of ANOVA 
were met: the data were normally distributed and variances were homogeneous 
among factor levels.  
 
 
Results 
 

Water chemistry 
 

Element/Ca ratios in the water did not differ significantly between treatments or 
between replicates for all analysed elements (p-values between 0.08 and 0.87). 
The elemental composition of the rearing water is listed in table 1. 
 
Table 1: 
Mean ± s.d. element/Ca ratios in the rearing water determined by ICP-MS 
 

elements Tank water fish diet Tank water shrimp diet 
 

Sr/Ca (mmol·mol -1) 17.0±0.9 16.3±0.4 
Y/Ca (nmol·mol -1) 134.6±3.0 147.9±32.4 
Zr/Ca (nmol·mol -1) 968.8±125.6 916.5±73.1 
Nb/Ca (nmol·mol -1) 15.5±1.6 18.3±2.9 
Ba/Ca (µmol·mol -1) 96.5±8.4 87.4±6.9 
U/Ca (nmol·mol -1) 782.3±23.2 644.6±79.3 
Mg/Ca (mol·mol -1) 11.1±0.1 11.2±0.4 
Mn/Ca (µmol·mol -1) 1.55±0.27 1.1±0.35 
Zn/Ca (µmol·mol -1) 2.61±0.39 7.28±4.96 

 

 
Prey composition 

 
The concentrations of all analysed elements except from U differed between the 
two prey types (table 2). Shrimp prey contained significantly more Ca, Sr, Ba, 
Mg, Mn, Y, Zr, Nb and less Zn than fish prey (t-test, p<0.05). Not only element 
concentrations, but also the respective element/Ca ratios differed significantly 
between both groups. 
 
Table 2: 
Mean ± s.d. element concentrations for fish (Clupea harengus) and shrimp (Crangon sp.) prey 
 

element  fish  
 

shrimp 

Ca 1570 ± 271 µg ·g -1

Mg 148.5 ± 10.8 µg ·g -1

Mn 1.23 ± 0.22  µg ·g -1

Zn 2.8 ± 0.3 µg ·g -1

Sr 42.1 ± 7.6 µg ·g -1

Y 3.3 ± 2.7 ng ·g -1

Zr 9.6 ± 4.4 ng ·g -1

Nb 0.86 ± 0.4 ng ·g -1

Ba 300 ± 60 ng ·g -1

U 

1184 ±162  µg ·g -1

83.5 ± 10.8  µg ·g -1

0.45 ± 0.14 µg ·g -1

6.4 ± 1.0  µg ·g -1

3,1 ± 0.4  µg ·g -1

0.14 ± 0.05 ng ·g -1

0.86 ± 0.65 ng ·g -1

< 0.02 ng ·g -1

59 ± 14 ng ·g -1

0.86 ± 0.23 ng ·g -1 0.76 ± 0.4 ng ·g -1
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Statolith analyses 
 

Dietary effect: 
Sr/Ca, Ba/Ca, Mn/Ca, and Y/Ca are significantly higher in the statolith’s lateral 
dome of shrimp-fed cuttlefish compared to fish-fed cuttlefish (Fig. 2). Though 
statistically significant, the absolute differences were comparably low, ranging 
between 5 and 15%. However, no significant difference between treatments 
could be found in the rostrum and in the core for any element (table 3). When 
averaging the elemental composition over the whole statolith, i.e. all analytical 
points from all regions, again no significant difference between treatments was 
observed. 
 
Table 3: 
Analyses of Variances (ANOVA) table summarizing the dietary effect (p-values for shrimp-fed vs. 
fish-fed specimens) on the element/Ca ratios in different statolith regions of Sepia officinalis 
 
 

Element/Ca core lateral dome 
 

rostrum 

Sr/Ca 0.36 0.0006 0.22 
Ba/Ca 0.31 0.005 0.82 
Mg/Ca 0.85 0.42 0.24 
Na/Ca 0.18 0.43 0.065 
Mn/Ca 0.26 0.004 0.25 
Y/Ca 0.68 0.00004 0.064 
U/Ca 0.69 0.059 0.24 
Zr/Ca 0.83 0.41 0.43 
Nb/Ca 0.21 0.84 0.40 
Zn/Ca 0.22 0.63 0.70 

 
 

Spatial variations: 
Significant differences in element/Ca ratios between the three distinguished 
statolith regions (core – lateral dome – rostrum) were observed for all 
determined elements (table 4). Element/Ca ratios in the core were significantly 
higher than in both the lateral dome and the rostrum for Sr, Mg, Y, U and Mn 
(Fig. 2). Na/Ca ratios in the core and in the rostrum are significantly higher than 
in the lateral dome. Ba/Ca ratios are significantly lower in the core compared to 
the lateral dome and the rostrum. For Zn/Ca, Zr/Ca and Nb/Ca, only a significant 
difference between the core and the lateral dome was found. Their element/Ca 
ratios in the lateral dome and in the rostrum are not significantly different. 
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Fig. 2: 
Element/Ca ratios measured by LA-ICPMS in different regions of Sepia officinalis statoliths from 
shrimp-fed (filled squares) and fish-fed (open circles) specimens. Each point represents the mean 
of measurements in 9 statoliths; error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 4: 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table summarizing the effect of Sepia officinalis statolith location on 
element/Ca ratios. All 18 statoliths from both food treatments were pooled for this analysis. 
 
 
element df Anova between 

core- LD -rostrum 
Post-hoc 

Tukey-multiple comparison 

    core vs. LD core vs. RO LD vs. RO 
  F p p 

 
p p 

strontium 2 248.41 <0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
barium 2 2099.1 <0.0001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
magnesium 2 108.39 <0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.99 
sodium 2 96.34 <0.0001 0.0001 0.35 0.0001 
manganese 2 51.09 <0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.95 
zinc 2 4.26 0.019 0.031 0.114 0.83 
yttrium 2 40.56 <0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.007 
zirconium 2 3.79 0.029 0.017 0.135 0.64 
uranium 2 27.30 <0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.99 
niobium 2 7.76 0.001 0.002 0.01 0.80 
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Discussion 
 

Dietary effects 
 
Our data show that the hypothesis that statolith chemistry is independent of diet 
can be rejected for cuttlefish. Especially Sr and Ba, elements that are almost 
routinely used as proxy for salinity or temperature of the surrounding water for 
fish, corals and bivalves, should be viewed with some caution in future 
cephalopod investigations. Although it is not possible to quantify the dietary 
influence on statolith composition, our data suggest that this effect seems to be 
rather small compared to e.g. the temperature effect on Ba concentration  
 (around - 5% per degree °C) (Chapter II). The dietary effect on statolith Ba/Ca 
as indicated by our data ranges around 10% for completely different diets with 
Ba values being one order of magnitude higher in shrimps than in fish. Therefore 
a complete diet shift from crustaceans to fish would result in an inaccuracy of 
around 2°C when using Ba as a temperature proxy. 
 
In contrast to Ba/Ca, the Sr/Ca ratio in S. officinalis statoliths is apparently not 
affected by both temperature and salinity (Chapter II). Thus the dietary effect on 
Sr/Ca (which is up to 10% in our study) could be an important proxy even under 
changing water conditions. Clearly, a diet composed exclusively of fish or 
crustaceans appears unlikely in the field. However, for many cephalopod species 
including Sepia officinalis, a distinct shift in feeding habits due to ontogenetic 
development is reported (e.g. Castro and Guerra 1990). The present results 
suggest that a shift from an invertebrate to a piscivorous diet would be 
detectable with modern microanalytical methods in cuttlefish statoliths if their 
past environmental history (water temperature and chemistry) was to a certain 
extent stable. Combined with optical ageing, based on statolith growth 
increments, feeding habits may be assigned to the individual age. The onset of 
piscivory is considered an important event during cephalopod ontogeny. The 
determination of the age at which the shift from invertebrate to fish diet had 
occurred would allow, for example, testing the importance of the timing of the 
diet shift to future survival (Buckel et al. 2004). 
 
Yttrium, though present in very low concentrations, was significantly influenced 
by diet. Y/Ca in Sepia officinalis statoliths varies not only with diet, but with both 
temperature and salinity as well (Chapter II). Taking into account at least these 
three sources of variation and the very low observed concentrations, we suggest 
that Y is rather unsuited for further ecological investigations of statolith 
chemistry targeting these factors. However, Y is routinely detectable in 
cephalopod statoliths and further experimental investigations may provide its 
prospect for other questions. 
 
The source of the elements in cuttlefish statoliths for which no dietary effect was 
found may be solely from water. Alternatively, some of these elements are 
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derived from the food but are effectively regulated on their way to the statoliths 
through several membranes. The differences in statolith element/Ca ratios 
induced by the diet (around 5 to 15 %) are significant, but they are much 
smaller for all elements than the differences of these ratios in the diet itself and 
the spatial variations within a single statolith.  

 
Spatial variations 

 
The considerable spatial variation of elemental composition has substantial 
relevance for further studies. Solution-based methods obtain a pooled signal over 
the whole statolith and do not differentiate between regions. This means that 
spatial variations add to all other sources of variation. The mean elemental 
composition from all analysed points in our study does not necessarily represent 
the composition of a whole dissolved statolith as analysed in solution based 
methods; but the averaging of analytical points demonstrates that statistically 
significant differences in the elemental composition of the lateral dome can be 
masked by the spatial variation.  
 
The Sr/Ca values determined in this study are higher in the rostrum than in the 
lateral dome. Further, the wing is reported to contain more Sr than the lateral 
dome (Bettencourt and Guerra 2000). Both our results and the results from 
Bettencourt and Guerra (2000) are contradictory to the concept by Lipinski 
(1993), who suggested that good increment visibility in cephalopod statoliths is 
associated with high Sr contents. This hypothesis was confirmed for statolith of 
the chokka squid Loligo vulgaris reynaudii (Durholtz et al. 1997), but at least in 
Sepia officinalis statoliths, increments are best visible in the lateral dome and 
almost indistinguishable in the wing and the rostrum. Cohen et al. (2001) and 
Ferrier-Pages et al. (2002) proposed that Sr incorporation into coral skeletons is 
inversely correlated with the rate of calcification. Bettencourt and Guerra (2000) 
proposed that good increment visibility is associated with high organic matter 
contents. Combining these points with our results, we suggest that enhanced 
calcification rates, related to higher organic matter incorporation and higher Sr 
contents, are associated with better increment visibility. 
 
The observation that Mg/Ca did not vary significantly outside the core region is 
in accordance with the results from Bettencourt and Guerra (2000), who 
compared the Mg/Ca ratios in the wing and the lateral dome. While Mg is 
considered to be the key factor in statolith calcification (Morris 1991a), 
hypotheses on statolith deposition are still controversial (Arkhipkin 2005) and 
convincing evidence has not been supplied yet.  
 
Ba/Ca ratios outside the statolith core of reared Sepia officinalis are much higher 
than in comparable statolith regions of the squid Gonatus fabricii collected from 
the field (20-25 and 6-7 µmol·mol -1, respectively; Chapter IV), whereas values 
for Mn (~1 and 4-6 µmol·mol -1) and Mg (~20 and 200-300 µmol·mol -1) were 
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substantially lower. These variations may be due to interspecies differences, but 
it is more likely that they were caused by the different elemental composition of 
rearing water. Ba concentrations and Ba/Ca in the experimental tank water were 
considerably higher and Mn, Mn/Ca, Mg and Mg/Ca were considerably lower than 
in natural seawater. Results suggest that the incorporation of Ba, Mn and Mg in 
statoliths is related to the respective concentrations or element/Ca ratios in the 
surrounding water. To test this hypothesis, however, further systematic 
experimental investigations are required. 
 

Core composition 
 
The conformity in the elemental composition of core regions between treatments 
confirms that material deposited into the statolith is metabolically inert after 
deposition and not influenced by later processes. The same principle has been 
demonstrated in statoliths of the squid Gonatus fabricii from the field (Chapter 
IV). The strongly different elemental composition in the statolith core region of 
Sepia officinalis, laid down during embryo development inside the egg, compared 
to the regions deposited after hatching may be related to the transfer of almost 
completely developed eggs from the Atlantic to experimental tanks in Kiel. 
However, the capsule of cuttlefish eggs is known to act as a shield to protect 
embryos against influx of elements such as zinc and cadmium (Bustamente et al. 
2002). The extremely low Ba concentrations in the core suggest a similar 
protection against barium. U concentrations, however, are significantly higher in 
the core than in the outer regions, suggesting that this shield does not protect 
against U. If the same protection would be active against U, our results would 
indicate substantially higher U concentrations in the cuttlefish’s spawning sites. 
However, these mechanisms have to be experimentally tested, before distinct 
assumptions are possible. 
 
Sr contents in the core were significantly higher in the core than in outer regions 
as well. While there is evidence that the yolk composition likely influences Sr 
concentrations in fish otoliths more than the surrounding water (Kalish 1990), 
there is also evidence that environmental conditions, specifically temperature, 
can affect Sr contents in statoliths of encapsulated marine neogastropod larvae 
(Zacherl et al. 2003). For further evaluation it would be desirable to analyse the 
elemental composition of the liquid inside the eggs, its dependence on the 
surrounding water composition and temperature and its influence on the statolith 
composition. 
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Conclusion 
 
Our results imply that further statolith composition studies have to take into 
account the dietary factor as a significant, albeit not major, source of elemental 
variation for barium, manganese and yttrium. Sr, however, appears to be useful 
proxy for the diet even under changing water conditions. Furthermore the 
demonstrated spatial variation within statoliths is particularly relevant for further 
studies with spatially resolved analyses, concerning the positioning of 
measurements. Despite the considerable dietary effect on elemental composition, 
the lateral dome appears to be the most suitable region for chemical analysis, 
since in the lateral dome the growth rings are best readable for age 
determination in most cephalopod species including Sepia officinalis (Bettencourt 
and Guerra 2001). This enables to accurately place analytical spots in particular 
areas, which can easily be assigned to a corresponding time-window in the 
cephalopod’s life. 
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Chapter IV 

 
 

Statolith trace element composition reflects 
the life-history of the boreoatlantic armhook squid 

Gonatus fabricii  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Statoliths of the gonatid squid Gonatus fabricii from Disko Bay, West Greenland 
were analysed by laser ablation- inductively coupled plasma mass-spectrometry 
(ICP-MS) to determine the concentrations and spatial distributions of nine minor 
and trace elements (Sr, Ba, Mg, U, Zn, Mn, Y, Zr, Na). Element composition was 
assigned in situ to distinct statolith regions, corresponding to ontogenetic stages 
of the individual squid’s life. Significant variations in concentrations of all 
measured elements except from Na were found between different regions of the 
statolith. Variations in Ba/Ca ratios confirm that juveniles inhabit surface waters, 
while larger specimens move to deeper waters. U/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios increase 
towards the outer statolith region, suggesting migration of adult squid into colder 
waters. Mg/Ca ratios decrease progressively from the core to the edge, most 
likely related to statolith growth rates. In this study, laser- ablation ICP-MS was 
applied for the first time to cephalopod statoliths. Results confirm the strong 
potential of spatially resolved statolith analyses to gather information on life-
history, migrations and habitat use of cephalopods. 
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Introduction 
 
The boreoatlantic armhook squid Gonatus fabricii (Lichtenstein, 1818) is the 
most abundant squid of the arctic and subarctic waters of the North Atlantic and 
is considered to have some commercial potential (Nesis 1965, Kristensen 1984, 
Zumholz & Frandsen, in press). This species occurs frequently in the stomachs of 
marine mammals and fishes (Dawe et al., 1998; Bjørke, 2001; Simon et al., 
2003) and is likely to play an important role in the ecosystem off West 
Greenland. G. fabricii is caught frequently as a by-catch in the fishery of deep-
water prawn (Pandalus borealis), and locally it is kept and used as bait. The life-
cycle of the squid is characterized by well-defined ontogenetic vertical 
migrations. Hatching is proposed to take place in great depths (Arkhipkin & 
Bjørke, 1999). Its early life stages are found in large numbers in west Greenland 
epipelagic waters (Kristensen, 1983; Piatkowski & Wieland 1993), while larger 
squids occur mainly in mesopelagic and bathypelagic water layers (Kristensen, 
1984). 
 
Trace element analysis of biomineralized tissues has become a well-established 
method for determining environmental histories of many aquatic organisms. 
Although more commonly applied to fish otoliths (Campana 1999, 2005) and 
corals (e.g. Smith et al. 1979), many other marine organisms have calcified 
structures that may be similarly useful as natural tags (Zacherl et al 2003a, 
Becker et al. 2005). Cephalopod statoliths share many structural similarities with 
fish otoliths (Clarke 1978). They are composed primarily of aragonite crystals 
associated with an organic matrix (Radtke 1983). Alternating layers of organic-
rich and organic-poor material are deposited periodically. The “one increment per 
day” hypothesis has been validated for several species (Jackson 1994, 
Bettencourt & Guerra, 2001). A comprehensive review of recent developments in 
statolith studies is given by Arkhipkin (2005). 
 
Several studies have shown that statoliths contain a number of elements at 
minor and trace levels (e.g. Hurley et al. 1985, Ikeda et al. 1995, 1997, 2002a, 
2002b, Durholtz et al. 1997, Lipinski et al. 1997, Yatsu et al. 1998, Arkhipkin et 
al. 2004). Fundamental results on the biomineralization process have been 
presented by Bettencourt & Guerra (2000), but the exact principles of elemental 
uptake into statoliths are still unknown. Strontium has been shown to be 
essential for normal statolith development (Hanlon et al. 1989) while magnesium 
may also be a key factor in the calcification process within the statocyst (Morris 
1991; Bettencourt and Guerra 2000). Inspired by an inverse relationship 
between Sr/Ca and temperature in scleractinian corals (Beck et al. 1992), 
several studies have attempted to use Sr/Ca ratios in statoliths as a temperature 
proxy (e.g. Rodhouse et al. 1994; Ikeda et al. 1996, 1999, 2003). However, no 
study to date has shown experimental evidence that Sr/Ca ratios or any other 
elemental signals in squid statoliths are temperature dependent. 
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The analysis of elemental signatures of whole dissolved statoliths (“elemental 
fingerprints”) makes it possible to distinguish between populations and cohorts. 
This has been demonstrated convincingly for the Patagonian longfin squid Loligo 
gahi (Arkhipkin et al., 2004). Furthermore, the same authors highlighted the 
potential of spatially resolved elemental analyses to determine stage-specific 
migrations and habitat use.  
 
By optical increment analysis, Kristensen (1980) and Arkhipkin & Bjørke (2000) 
defined four distinct growth zones (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4) in the statoliths of Gonatus 
fabricii corresponding to different ontogenetic stages and thereby different 
habitat use, separated from each other by distinct checks. Z1 represents the 
embryo phase before hatching; Z2 and Z3 develop during the juvenile phase (up 
to 60mm pen length). Z4 is formed during the sub adult and adult period.  
 
No published information on the chemical composition of G. fabricii statolith was 
available up to now. In this study, transects on ground G. fabricii statoliths from 
the core to the edge were analyzed, thereby determining the chemical 
composition of the different growth zones. The aim of this study was (1) to 
quantify the elemental composition and spatial distribution in G. fabricii statoliths 
and (2) to evaluate whether spatially resolved elemental analysis can provide 
useful information on habitat use and life history of individuals. 
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Materials and Methods Materials and Methods 
  

Sample collection Sample collection 
  
Specimens were sampled on board of RV “Paamiut” as by-catch during a bottom 
trawl survey targeting deep-water prawn (Pandalus borealis) in July-August 2003 
in Disko Bay, West Greenland (Fig.1). Cephalopods were frozen on board 
immediately after capture and later defrosted in the laboratory. Species 
identification, measurements and further analysis were performed at IFM-
GEOMAR, Kiel. Sex was determined and maturity stages (I, immature; II-III, 
maturing; IV-V, mature) were estimated according to the appearance and 
relative size of the reproductive organs (Lipinski, 1979). Pen length (PL) was 
measured to the nearest 1mm; total body wet mass (BM) was measured to the 
nearest g. The sample used for this study consisted of 16 males (all specimens 
were assigned to maturity stage 3) and 10 females (all specimens were assigned 
to maturity stage 2). The pen length of analysed squid ranged between 177 and 
310 mm, corresponding to a weight range of 84 to 470 g. All specimens were 
caught within three hauls on the same day in the same area. The statoliths were 
dissected from the cartilaginous skull, washed in distilled water, stored in 
eppendorf-caps and kept dry. 

Specimens were sampled on board of RV “Paamiut” as by-catch during a bottom 
trawl survey targeting deep-water prawn (Pandalus borealis) in July-August 2003 
in Disko Bay, West Greenland (Fig.1). Cephalopods were frozen on board 
immediately after capture and later defrosted in the laboratory. Species 
identification, measurements and further analysis were performed at IFM-
GEOMAR, Kiel. Sex was determined and maturity stages (I, immature; II-III, 
maturing; IV-V, mature) were estimated according to the appearance and 
relative size of the reproductive organs (Lipinski, 1979). Pen length (PL) was 
measured to the nearest 1mm; total body wet mass (BM) was measured to the 
nearest g. The sample used for this study consisted of 16 males (all specimens 
were assigned to maturity stage 3) and 10 females (all specimens were assigned 
to maturity stage 2). The pen length of analysed squid ranged between 177 and 
310 mm, corresponding to a weight range of 84 to 470 g. All specimens were 
caught within three hauls on the same day in the same area. The statoliths were 
dissected from the cartilaginous skull, washed in distilled water, stored in 
eppendorf-caps and kept dry. 
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Fig. 1: 
Area where specimens of Gonatus fabricii were sampled from bottom 
trawl hauls in Disko Bay, West Greenland in 2003. Box indicates study 
site. The map was plotted with OceanDataView® (Schlitzer 2004). 
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Statolith processing and reading 
 
A total of 26 statoliths were prepared and analysed. One statolith from each pair 
was attached concave side up onto a microscopic glass slide with thermoplastic 
resin (Buehler ®) and was ground on one side with wet waterproof lapping film 
(3M ®; 30µm, 15µm, 3µm) until the ground surface extended to the edge (i.e. 
the most extended point) of the dorsal dome and the focus could be seen just 
beneath the ground surface. Ground statoliths were finally polished with 
Buehler® micropolish II (0.3µm and 0.05µm) and observed under a Leitz 
Laborlux K microscope (250× magnification) to locate the growth zones as 
defined by Kristensen (1980).  
 

Elemental analyses 
 
The polished statoliths used for element analysis were triple-rinsed in MilliQ 
water. Five analytical points were located along a transect from the core to the 
edge of each statolith (Fig. 2). The first point was placed into the nucleus, i.e. 
the region laid down before hatching, according to Kristensen (1980) the zone 
Z1. Points 2 and 3 were placed into the post-nuclear zones Z2 and Z3, while 
points 4 and 5 both were located in Z4, representing the subadult and adult 
phase in the squid’s life (Kristensen 1980, Arkhipkin & Bjørke 2004). In some 
cases, especially at the nucleus, the measured element ratios changed after 
some time when the laser drilled into a different zone. Here only the first, 
homogeneous part of the time series was integrated for data quantification to 
obtain a true two-dimensional profile. 
 

500 µm 

5 4 3 2 1

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: 
Ground statolith of Gonatus fabricii showing the location of analytical points
as laser ablation craters. Points are numbered from the core to the edge.
point 1 = growth zone Z1; point 2 = growth zone Z2; point 3 = growth
zone Z3; points 4 and 5 = growth zone Z4. 
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The chemical analyses of statoliths were carried out at the Institute of 
Geosciences, University of Bremen, using a 266 nm frequency-quadrupled 
Nd:YAG laser (Finnigan UV LaserProbe) coupled to a ThermoFinnigan Element2. 
Helium was used as sample gas in the ablation cell (0.4 l·min-1) and Argon was 
subsequently added (0.8 l·min-1) to the gas flow. Ablation parameters included a 
laser energy of 2-2.5 mJ (Q-switched mode) and a pulse rate of 5 Hz resulting in 
crater sizes of 60- 80µm. Eleven isotopes were recorded during 90 seconds with 
five samples at each peak's flat top and a total dwell time of 50 ms per isotope. 
Owing to the lack of matrix-matched standards, the glass reference materials 
NIST610 (for 23Na, 43Ca, 88Sr) and NIST612 (for 23Na, 25Mg, 43Ca, 55Mn, 64Zn, 89Y, 
90Zr, 93Nb, 138Ba, 238U) were used for external calibration taking the accepted 
concentrations of Pearce et al. (1997). Both standards were analysed and a new 
calibration line established after every 5 to 11 data points (standard bracketing) 
to compensate for any instrumental drift. GeoProTM software was used to define a 
blank of 8-20 s duration and a stable signal period of 15-50 s duration following 
a pre-ablation period of 5-13 s for each measured point. For quantification the 
blank was subtracted and Ca was used as internal standard element with an 
assumed stoichiometric concentration of 40 wt%. Single-point calibration was 
preferred over two-point calibration because the two differently coloured NIST 
standards show distinct ablation behaviour and element fractionation at 266 nm 
laser wavelength (Guillong et al., 2003). 
 
The external analytical precision was determined through replicate analyses of 
the homogeneous standard reference materials NIST612 and GOR128G (basaltic 
glass with low concentrations of some trace elements; Jochum et al. (2000)). 
The data indicate a precision of better than 3 % for concentrations above 0.5-1 
µg·g-1 and up to 13 % for the lowest concentrations measured in this study 
(0.01-0.05 µg·g-1). Assessing the accuracy is difficult due to the lack of a 
homogeneous matrix-matched reference material. Analyses of GOR128G yielded 
a good to moderate accuracy (Table 1a), which was limited by concentrations far 
outside the calibration range for some elements (Na, Mn) as well as by different 
element fractionation of the translucent calibration standard and the opaque 
basaltic glass (Guillong et al., 2003).  
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Table 1a: 
Accuracy and reproducibility (as expressed by the relative standard deviation, RSD) of 10 
consecutive LA-ICP-MS analyses of basaltic glass reference material GOR128G (Jochum et al., 
2000) using the same analytical method and parameters as for statolith analyses. 
 

Element Average 
(µg·g-1) 

Ref. Value 
(µg·g-1) 

RSD 
(%) 

sodium 3906 4130 1.5 
strontium 28.17 31 1.4 
barium 0.954 1.09 1.7 
zinc 84.52 74 3.6 
manganese 1247 1390 1.1 
yttrium 9.91 11.3 1.4 
zirconium 8.08 10.2 1.4 
niobium 0.085 0.11 4.5 
uranium 0.011 0.013 13.0 

 

 
Table 1b: 
Averaged results of 10 replicate LA-ICP-MS analyses of a pressed pellet made from a powdered 
Arctica islandica bivalve shell, which has trace element concentrations similar to statoliths, as 
compared to two analyses of the same powder by solution ICP-MS calibrated at appropriate 
concentrations with pure element standards. Despite a wide range of measured concentrations, 
there is good agreement between both methods for most elements. 
 

Element LA-ICP-MS 
(µg·g-1) 

Solution  1 
(µg·g-1) 

Solution  2 
(µg·g-1) 

strontium 1049 1186 1195 
magnesium 126.1 109 102 
barium 11.06 11.89 11.83 
zinc 0.847 1.38 1.09 
yttrium 0.023 0.020 0.020 
zirconium 0.046 0.017 0.027 
niobium 0.007 0.0020 0.0019 
uranium 0.010 0.0109 0.0107 

 
 
A powdered Arctica islandica bivalve shell was also analyzed by both LA-ICP-MS, 
using the same analytical method and parameters as for statolith analyses, and 
solution ICP-MS calibrated with concentration-matched pure element standards 
(Table 1b). Even though the measured concentrations cover a wide range of 10-3 
to 103 µg·g-1, the laser ablation data show excellent to moderate accuracy. 
Again, the limiting factors appear to be the calibration with standards having 
concentrations much higher (Y, Zr, Nb, U) or much lower (Sr) than those of the 
samples, as well as the different matrices of standards and samples causing 
different elemental fractionation. 
 

Statistical analysis 
 
Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for significant 
differences in element/Ca ratios among specimens and between the statolith 
growth zones (location of measurements). The assumptions of ANOVA were met: 
data were normally distributed and variances were homogeneous among factor 
levels. 
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Results 
 
Nine minor and trace elements (Sr, Ba, Mg, Mn, U, Zr, Y, Zn and Na) were 
analysed in the statoliths by laser ablation ICP-MS. The ranges of element/Ca 
ratios are given in Table 2. The lateral resolution achieved in this study, 
approximately 70 µm, was adequate to sample single ontogenetic stages on the 
polished statolith surface.  
 
 
Table 2. 
Gonatus fabricii. Ranges of concentrations and element/Ca ratios in statoliths measured 
by LA-ICPMS. In the right column data from Arkhipkin et al. (2004) for Loligo gahi 
statoliths, measured by solution based ICPMS, are listed for comparison. 
 

element concentration 
range 

element/ Ca ratio 
range 

element/Ca ratios of L. gahi 
statoliths  

(Arkhipkin et al. 2004) 
sodium 3200-5050 µg·g-1 15-22 mmol·mol-1  
strontium 5500-7100 µg·g-1 6.3-8.1 mmol·mol-1 ~ 8- 8.5  mmol·mol-1

magnesium 25-140 µg·g-1 110-590 µmol·mol-1 ~ 70-350 µmol·mol-1

barium 7.8-11.3 µg·g-1 5.7 - 8.2µmol·mol-1 ~ 3-8 µmol·mol-1

zinc 0.6-2.9 µg·g-1 0.9-4.5 µmol·mol-1

manganese 1.8-3.7 µg·g-1 3.2-6.8 µmol·mol-1 ~ 1-3 µmol·mol-1

yttrium 0.02-0.14 µg·g-1 56-81 nmol·mol-1

zirconium 0.01-0.026 µg·g-1 12-29 nmol·mol-1

uranium 0.005-0.022 µg·g-1 2.2 –9.2 nmol·mol-1

lead 0.013-0.076 µg·g-1 6.3-37 nmol·mol-1 ~ 2-30 nmol·mol-1

 
 
Table 3. 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) table summarizing the effect of 
Gonatus fabricii statolith measurement location on element/Ca ratios. 
 

element df F p 
strontium 4 16.65 0.0001 
barium 4 4.90 0.0009 
magnesium 4 2.88 0.026 
sodium 4 0.20 0.936 
manganese 4 15.16 0.0001 
zinc 4 3.54 0.009 
yttrium 4 3.79 0.0059 
zirconium 4 5.99 0.0002 
uranium 4 32.23 0.0001 

 
 
 
The two-way ANOVA test found no significant effects of specimens on the 
statolith elemental composition. Furthermore, no significant differences between 
statolith composition of males and females were found. The location of 
measurements, however, showed significant effects for all analysed elements 
except for sodium (table 3).  
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Post-hoc Tukey multiple comparisons revealed significant differences in the 
elemental composition between distinct regions in the statoliths (Fig. 3): 
 
Sr/Ca ratios are highest in the core region, decreasing towards the middle and 
slightly increasing towards the edge. Core values are significantly higher than all 
other points (p < 0.0003). A significant difference was also found between point 
3 and point 5 (p < 0.03).  
 
Ba/Ca ratios show considerable variation within the post-hatch zones Z2-Z4. 
Concentrations in the outer regions (points 4 and 5) are significantly higher than 
point 2 and 3 (p < 0.007). However, variations between the core and the rest 
are statistically not significant. 
 
Mg/Ca ratios are generally high in the nucleus, decreasing toward the edge with 
lowest values in the outermost region. Significant differences were observed only 
between points 1 and 5 (p = 0.01).  
 
Mn/Ca ratios show a dome-shaped pattern along the transect with low values in 
the core and the outer region and highest values in the middle. This pattern is 
negatively related to the Sr distribution. Values for point 1 and 5 are significantly 
different from points 2, 3 and 4 (p < 0.003). 
 
U/Ca ratios follow a U-shaped pattern along the transects with high values in the 
core and the outer region and lower values in the middle. This pattern is very 
similar to the Sr/Ca distribution. Values for point 1 and 5 are significantly 
different from points 2, 3 and 4 (p < 0.0002). 
 
Zr/Ca ratios show highest values in the core, decreasing to the edge. Core values 
were significantly higher than all other points (p < 0.002).  
 
Y/Ca ratios in the core are significantly higher than in growth zones 2 and 3 (p < 
0.008), but not different from growth zone 4.  
 
Zn/Ca ratio shows a similar pattern to Sr/Ca. The highest values are in the core 
region, decreasing towards the middle and slightly increasing towards the edge. 
Core values were significantly higher than points 3 and 4 (p < 0.03). 
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Fig. 3: 
Element/Ca ratios measured by LA-ICPMS in different regions of Gonatus fabricii statoliths from the core to 
the edge. Point numbers refer to numbers given in Fig. 2. Each point represents the mean of measurements 
in 26 statoliths; error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. 
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Discussion 
 

Pre-hatch zone 
 
Analyses reveal that the elemental composition differs considerably between the 
core region (representing time before hatching) and the outer parts. 
Concentrations of seven elements were significantly different between the pre-
hatch zone and the post-hatch zones. This change is likely due to the difference 
in the elemental compositions within the egg-capsules compared to seawater. As 
Yatsu et al. (1998) pointed out, Sr/Ca ratios in cephalopod statoliths are 
probably affected in a different way during the embryonic period compared to 
other ontogenetic stages, because embryos have no direct contact with ambient 
water but rely on their yolk. In cuttlefish eggs the capsule was shown to act as a 
shield to protect embryos against trace metals like zinc and cadmium 
(Bustamente et al. 2002). Since yolk composition may well be influenced by 
genetic factors, the elemental signature of the statolith core could be 
representative for separate populations. However, there is also evidence that 
environmental conditions, specifically temperature, can affect Sr contents in 
statoliths of encapsulated marine neogastropod larvae (Zacherl et al. 2003b). In 
this context it would be desirable to analyse the elemental composition of the 
liquid inside the eggs and the yolk to learn about relations between statolith 
composition and these factors. 
 
No significant variations between the cores of different specimens were observed 
in this study, possibly indicating that specimens belong to the same stock. 
However, with larger sample sizes from a broader geographical area it may be 
possible to carry out a stock separation based on variations in the elemental core 
composition as demonstrated for fish (Campana et al. 1994). 
 

Strontium 
 
Gonatus fabricii statoliths, similar to other cephalopods, corals and sclero-
sponges, contain more Sr ( Sr/Ca ratio ~6.3-8.1 mmol·mol-1) than fish otoliths 
(~2-2.5 mmol·mol-1, Campana 1999) or bivalve shells (~0.8-1.6 mmol·mol-1, 
e.g. Vander Putten et al., 2000). Among cephalopods, statolith Sr/Ca ratios in G. 
fabricii are relatively low compared with those of the oceanic ommastrephid 
squid Todarodes pacificus (8.5–10 mmol·mol-1; Ikeda et al. 2003) and with a 
species of benthic octopus, Octopus dofleini (10.6–14.3 mmol·mol-1; Ikeda et al. 
1999) but quite high compared with the common cuttlefish Sepia officinalis (2.5-
5 mmol·mol-1; Chapter II). However, statolith Sr/Ca data in the current study are 
very similar to those of loliginid squid species (Ikeda et al.,1997, Biemann and 
Piatkowski 2001, Arkhipkin et al. 2004).  
 
Applying the generally suggested negative correlation between Sr/Ca and 
temperature and the positive relation between Sr/Ca and salinity, the higher 
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Sr/Ca in the outer region compared to growth zone 3 indicates a migration into 
colder, more saline waters. This scenario is supported by Ba/Ca and U/Ca 
patterns and confirms the proposed life-cycle of Gonatus fabricii. Although 
results presented in chapter II imply no Sr relation to either salinity or 
temperature in Sepia officinalis statoliths, those values represent completely 
different conditions. They are probably not simply adaptable for the current study 
since this is a different species in substantially colder waters under natural 
conditions. However, since no experimental data for this species in this region 
under these conditions is available, the Sr pattern may be influenced by other 
factors as well. 
 
The considerably higher core values may not be due to ambient water but rather 
to the yolk and the within- egg fluid, surrounding the embryo during pre-hatch 
development. For example, Sr/Ca ratios in the primordium (the initial complex 
structure within fish otolith nuclei) of salmonids are considered to be directly 
influenced by the strontium content of the individual’s yolk (Kalish 1990). 
 

Barium 
 

Ba/Ca ratios from the current study are in the same range as the ratios for Loligo 
gahi (Arkhipkin et al. 2004). Ba is known to show nutrient-like distributions, i.e. 
very low concentrations in surface waters and considerably higher values in 
deeper waters. In corals, Ba is therefore used as an indicator for upwelling 
events (Lea et al. 1989, Fallon et al. 1999). Experimental data indicate a positive 
correlation of Ba/Ca in gastropod larvae protoconchs (Zacherl et al. 2003b) and 
fish otoliths (Bath et al. 2000, Bath-Martin et al 2004, Elsdon and Gillanders 
2003) with Ba/Ca in the seawater. The Ba/Ca distribution found in the current 
study confirms the previously stated ontogenetic migrations from surface waters 
during juvenile phase to meso-bathy-pelagic waters in the sub adult and adult 
phase in Gonatus fabricii (Kristensen, 1984). Therefore Ba/Ca in statoliths 
appears to be a very useful indicator for vertical movements of cephalopods as 
suggested by Arkhipkin et al. (2004) for Loligo gahi.   
 

Magnesium 
 
Magnesium has been assumed to be important for biomineralization in squid 
statoliths (Morris 1991). Statolith core regions are characterized by relatively 
high Mg/Ca ratios that decline progressively towards the edge. This trend 
probably reflects the growth rate, which is rather high in growth zones 2 and 3 
and decreases considerably in growth zone 4. (Kristensen 1980, Arkhipkin & 
Bjørke 2000). Bettencourt and Guerra (2000) showed that Mg2+ concentration in 
the statocyst endolymph is associated with the deposition of organic components 
into the statolith. Since the proportion of organic components in statoliths 
decreases with the size of the squid (Bettencourt and Guerra 2000), 
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concentrations of magnesium would be expected to decrease correspondingly, 
which is in accordance with the data presented in this study. 
Mitsuguchi et al. (1996) reported that Mg/Ca ratios were positively correlated 
with temperature in coral skeletons, but a corresponding relation has not been 
shown for cephalopods or fish. A relation of statolith Mg/Ca to Mg/Ca ratios or Mg 
concentrations in the seawater seems even more unlikely because this element is 
physiologically important and highly regulated. Moreover, given the long 
residence time of Mg in ocean waters, it is improbable that squid experienced 
varying concentrations of dissolved Mg2+ during their lives. 
 
The Mg/Ca values in the core are slightly higher than the values reported for 
Loligo gahi statoliths (Arkhipkin et al. 2004), which is not surprising since these 
authors obtained the elemental composition integrated over the whole statolith, 
pooling high core values with lower outer values. However, by comparing 
statoliths from juveniles and adults, they found a similar ontogenetic pattern 
with declining Mg/Ca values in bigger specimens. 
 

Manganese 
 
Mn/Ca values in this study were similar to values in Loligo gahi statoliths (~1-3 
µmol·mol-1; Arkhipkin et al., 2004) determined by ICP-MS. However, the values 
of both data sets are almost one order of magnitude lower than in T. pacificus 
(22–35 µmol·mol-1) and O. dofleini (22– 40 µmol·mol-1) determined by proton-
induced X-ray emission (Ikeda et al. 1995, 1999). It seems unlikely that these 
differences reflect environmental variability in dissolved Mn concentrations, given 
the distribution of Mn in the world’s oceans (Donat and Bruland 1995). Rather, 
these differences may either due to taxon-specific differences in elemental 
uptake or perhaps to an instrumental artefact. In statoliths of Loligo gahi 
(Arhkhipkin et al 2004) a decrease of Mn/Ca with increasing squid size was 
observed. This is in accordance to the current study, considering that Arkhipkin 
et al. analysed the whole statolith of specimens > 7.5 cm mantle length. These 
statoliths already contain the zone Z1-3 as constant factor, therefore a Mn/Ca 
ratio decreasing from Z3 towards the edge results in a decrease of Mn/Ca with 
increasing squid size. 
 

Uranium 
 
Uranium has never before been determined in statoliths. Spatial and vertical 
distributions of dissolved uranium in the world’s oceans have been reported to be 
rather uniformly 3.4±0.3 ng·g-1 (Hossain et al. 2002). Reef-building corals 
incorporate uranium in the form of uranyl ions (UO22+) as impurity by replacing 
calcium (Ca2+) (Ohde et al. 2003) in a concentration range of 2-3.5 µg·g-1 (Shen 
& Dunbar 1995). Uranium concentrations in statoliths from this study are two 
orders of magnitude lower, but they show considerable spatial variation. 
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Shen & Dunbar (1995) propose a possible U/Ca temperature dependence of + 3-
4% per 1°C cooling for coral aragonite. Moreover, the same authors identified a 
probably positive salinity influence on coral U/Ca, which suggests that uranium 
uptake depends on the total uranium concentration in seawater and not on the 
U/Ca ratio. Applying these relations to results for Gonatus fabricii statoliths, low 
U values in Z2, Z3 and early Z4 (juvenile and subadult phase) correspond to the 
warm, low-saline surface water in Disko Bay. The higher U values in Z1 (time 
before hatching) and late Z4 (adult phase) indicate habitation in deeper, more 
saline waters. A significant correlation (r=0.56, p=<0.01) exists between U/Ca 
and Sr/Ca, which agrees with previous studies on corals (Min et al. 1995, Fallon 
et al. 1999). The combined use of Sr and U, which are incorporated into corals at 
different ratios with respect to temperature, is used regularly for sea surface 
temperature reconstruction (Correge et al. 2001). Experiments on these relations 
have yet to be performed on cephalopods, but the data presented here suggest a 
strong potential of U/Ca in statoliths as a temperature proxy for future studies. 
Results further show significant variations within Z4, a region that is optically 
homogenous. This outlines the ability of spatially-resolved chemical analyses to 
provide far more information than optical analyses alone. 
 

Other elements 
 
Zinc, yttrium and zirconium concentrations in the statoliths do not vary 
significantly along the post-hatch ontogenetic stages. However, core values for 
all of these elements are significantly higher than in the outer regions. Zinc has 
been determined before in statoliths (Ikeda et al. 1996), but convincing relations 
to environmental factors have not been proposed yet.  Yttrium and zirconium 
have never before been determined in cephalopod statoliths, but spatial 
variations found in this study suggest some potential for future use as 
environmental proxy. These elements should be further investigated in biogenic 
aragonite to evaluate their incorporation process. 
Lead could not reliably be measured in Gonatus fabricii statoliths. Preliminary 
data give Pb/Ca of 6.3-37 nmol·mol-1 for two specimens, which is comparable to 
Pb/Ca ratios found in Loligo gahi statoliths with solution based ICPMS (~ 2-30 
nmol·mol-1; Arkhipkin et al. 2004). 
 

Hydrography 
 

The hydrographical conditions off West Greenland and particularly in Disko Bay 
are highly variable (Ribergaard & Buch, 2004), making assumptions of the 
squid’s habitat use complex. In summer, rather warm surface water (up to 7°C) 
in Disko Bay is caused by solar heating of the 20–30 m thin low-saline surface 
layer. However, in offshore areas, which would be easily reached by the squids, 
there are completely different conditions influenced by a warm current 
northwards and a cold current southward. Therefore speculations about possible 
migrations appear not appropriate at this stage for this particular region.  
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Suitability of LA-ICPMS 
 
Laser ablation ICP-MS as used in this study proved to be a well-suited technique 
for the micro- analysis of trace elements in statoliths over a range of 
concentrations from <0.01 µg·g-1 to some thousand µg·g-1. A spatial resolution of 
about 70µm was chosen to be able to differentiate between the squid’s main 
ontogenetic stages. A higher spatial resolution down to about 10µm is possible 
by simply using a smaller laser beam diameter. However, this would result in 
poorer signal quality, significantly lower intensities and hence in higher detection 
limits, making detection of trace elements such as U, Y and Zr impossible. 
Increased laser energy, in turn, would increase the deepening rate of the 
ablation crater and reduce the spatial resolution especially at the statolith's 
nucleus. Therefore the set-up used here represented a reasonable compromise 
between spatial resolution and detection limits. In order to obtain true two-
dimensional profiles, the laser beam should ideally ablate along a raster in the 
nucleus and along lines parallel to the growth lines. However, this is not possible 
with the laser system used by us. 
 
In comparison to solution based ICPMS analyses of Loligo gahi statoliths 
(Arkhipkin et al. 2004), the current study obtained the same magnitudes of 
concentrations by laser ablation ICP-MS (table 2). The main advantage given by 
laser ablation, the spatial resolution, is thus not counterbalanced by the slightly 
poorer accuracy and detection limits as compared to solution ICP-MS analyses. 
LA-ICPMS is therefore suitable to assign element composition in situ to distinct 
statolith regions, corresponding to ontogenetic stages of the individuals.  
 
Conclusions 
 
This study proves that LA-ICP-MS is a very useful tool to gather life history 
information on cephalopods by spatially resolved trace element analyses of 
statoliths. The in-situ Ba/Ca distribution in Gonatus fabricii statoliths convincingly 
confirms the previously stated ontogenetic migrations from surface waters during 
juvenile phase to meso-bathy-pelagic waters in the sub adult and adult phase of 
(Kristensen, 1984). This highlights the enormous potential for further studies, 
particularly on the many cephalopod species, for which almost no information on 
life-history and migration patterns is available. 
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Trace element distribution in cephalopod statoliths: 
NanoSIMS provides new insights into  

nano-scale structure 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
In this study we applied the novel method NanoSIMS for the first time to 
cephalopod statoliths to analyse their chemical microstructure. We performed 
measurements of trace elements with a spatial resolution of 400 nm. This 
technique makes it possible to analyse in situ elemental distributions between 
organic or inorganic layers, and also nano-scale chemical variations within the 
heterogeneous structures. As a case study we analysed statoliths of the 
boreoatlantic armhook squid Gonatus fabricii. We found distinct concentration 
patterns indicating a periodicity in strontium and sodium distributions. Sr and Na 
show a negative relation, both elements showing alternating patterns, probably 
corresponding to daily increments. These increments vary in width between 1 
and 5 µm. This study demonstrates the excellent suitability of NanoSIMS for 
nano scale microchemical analyses of aragonite. Possible future applications 
include not only cephalopod statoliths, but virtually all biomineralized tissues in 
aquatic organisms like fish otoliths, gastropod statoliths, bivalve shells, 
foraminifers and corals.  
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Introduction 
 
Cephalopod statoliths (“ear-stones”) grow throughout the lifetime of the animal 
and provide a sense of balance to the animals in much the same way that the 
inner ear provides balance in humans. Statoliths are essentially composed of 
calcium carbonate crystallised as aragonite with a small percentage of organic 
material that has been ascertained to be protein (Radtke, 1983). Similar to fish 
otoliths, statoliths form concentric rings visible under a light microscope, 
originating from periodically changing amounts of organics incorporated into the 
aragonite crystal (Kristensen, 1980; Bettencourt & Guerra, 2000). These growth 
rings are frequently used for age determination since a daily deposition of 
increments has been validated for several cephalopod species (Bettencourt & 
Guerra, 2001, Jackson, 1994). The remarkable diversity of information about 
various aspects of squid life history, which is recorded in these small calcareous 
structures, has been reviewed comprehensively (Jackson 2004, Arkhipkin 2005). 
 
Numerous studies have shown that cephalopod statoliths contain a number of 
minor and trace elements (e.g. Hurley et al., 1985; Durholtz, 1997; Lipinski et 
al., 1997; Yatsu et al., 1998; Ikeda et al., 2003; Arkhipkin et al., 2004). 
Knowledge about statoliths microstructure, however, is mainly based on optical 
analyses so far (Kristensen, 1980; Arkhipkin and Bjoerke, 2000). Fundamental 
results on the biomineralization process have been reported by Bettencourt & 
Guerra (2000), but the exact principles of elemental uptake into statoliths are 
still unknown. Strontium has been shown to be essential for normal statolith 
development (Hanlon et al., 1989). Lipinski (1993) proposed that strontium is 
directly or indirectly responsible for the definitions of growth layers and 
increments in the statoliths. Furthermore, or alternatively, magnesium may be a 
key factor in the calcification process within the statocyst (Morris, 1988, 
1991a,b; Bettencourt and Guerra 2000). 
 
Apart from further understanding of the crystallization process, information on 
the distribution of trace elements in statoliths is essential for several applied 
studies. The characteristic trace element pattern in bio-crystals of many marine 
organisms is dependent on the composition and temperature of the surrounding 
sea water (e.g. Smith et al., 1979; Zacherl et al., 2003, Bath-Martin et al., 
2004). Statoliths can deposit information on the changing environmental factors 
during their life-cycle. Hence, they can be used to detect distribution and 
migration pathways through different water masses (Yatsu et al. 1998, Ikeda et 
al., 2003) or to distinguish between stocks and cohorts (Arkhipkin et al., 2004). 
 
In this study, the modern technique NanoSIMS was applied to analyse the 
chemical microstructure of cephalopod statoliths for the first time. This method 
represents an outstanding further development of the well-established SIMS 
(secondary ion mass spectrometry) technique. SIMS is one of the most 
widespread surface analysis techniques for advanced material research. It has 
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been used traditionally for a variety of geological questions and recently on fish 
otoliths (Weber et al., 2002, 2005). However, NanoSIMS as used in this study 
presents an entirely new analytical dimension regarding the fine-scale spatial 
resolution, as demonstrated for coral aragonite microstructures (Meiboom et al., 
2004). The aim of this study was to obtain new information on the sub-
micrometer scale distribution of strontium and sodium related to growth 
structures in cephalopod statoliths. 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Using a CAMECA NanoSIMS NS50 ion microprobe (Hillion et al., 1993), we 
produced images of Ca, Sr, and Na distributions in the statoliths of the common 
cuttlefish Sepia officinalis and the boreoatlantic armhook squid Gonatus fabricii. 
Statoliths were mounted in epoxy and ground and polished in the sagittal plane. 
Analysis were performed by using a 16 keV O- primary ion beam of about 10 pA, 
focused to a diameter of about 0.4 micron. This beam was rastered across a pre-
sputtered area on the gold-coated sample. Secondary ions of 23Na+, 40Ca+ and 
88Sr+ were collected simultaneously in the mass spectrometer and detected by 
means of electron multipliers. The mass resolving power of the mass 
spectrometer was about 3000 during all analyses; no mass-interferences on the 
measured peaks were observed. 
 
The G. fabricii specimen (a maturing male, pen length 215mm, weight 226g) was 
collected with a bottom trawl in Disco Bay, West Greenland during a shrimp 
survey performed by RV “Paamiut” in June 2003. The S. officinalis specimen (a 
juvenile, length 61mm and weight 30g) was taken from laboratory rearing 
facilities at IFM-GEOMAR. 
 
 
Results  
 
A striking µm-scale zoning is visible in both Sr and Na concentrations in the 
Gonatus fabricii statoliths (Figure 1). Fluctuations vary in width between 1 and 
5µm. Further, the distributions of Sr and Na are negatively correlated; i. e. they 
show clearly alternating patterns (Fig. 2). This distinct zoning pattern is 
ubiquitous in the statolith. 
 
In Sepia officinalis statoliths, patterns are not as clear as in G. fabricii statoliths. 
Hints of a banding pattern are visible (Fig. 3), but the general image is more 
confuse and patchy. 
 
Neither iodine nor organic compounds (normally detected due to their elevated 
CN- contents) were detectable on the surface of any statolith sample. This is 
most probably due to the applied preparation technique, involving wet 
mechanical grinding and polishing.  
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A 

B 

C 
Fig. 1  
The distribution of (A) Sr, (B) Na, and (C) Ca in the statolith of Gonatus fabricii. Green and yellow 
correspond to relatively low concentrations; orange and red correspond to increasingly high 
concentrations. Scale bars are 6.2 µm. 
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 Fig. 2  
The distribution of Sr, Na, and Ca in the statolith of Gonatus fabricii. Ca, Sr and Na line scan analyses
correspond to the same area that is given in Fig 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 
The distribution of (A) Na, (B) Ca and (C) Sr in a statolith of Sepia officinalis. Dark blue colours 
correspond to relatively low concentrations; green, yellow and red colours correspond to increasingly 
high concentrations. Scale bars are 10 µm. 
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Discussion 
 
 

Gonatus fabricii 
 

Fluctuations found in the current study vary in width between 1 and 4 µm, most 
probably corresponding to daily increments. The size of compositional bands 
corresponds well with the microscopically visible increments, which are presumed 
albeit not confirmed to be daily increments (Kristensen, 1980; Arkhipkin and 
Bjoerke, 2000). However, the general hypothesis that one increment is laid down 
each day is largely accepted for many cephalopod species (Arkhipkin, 2005). 
 
The time-span involved in formation of the statolith structures (Fig. 1) is in the 
order of one day. During this time period, external environmental parameters are 
likely to change significantly for these highly mobile squids. Gonatus fabricii is 
known to perform considerable diurnal vertical migrations (Kristensen, 1984); 
therefore the animal may experience daily temperature changes of up to 5°C off 
West Greenland where the squid was sampled (Ribergaard and Buch, 2004). 
Such temperature variations, however, would probably not be reflected by 
changes in the Na concentration in the statoliths (Chapter IV). Concentrations of 
this highly regulated element in the animal’s tissue are believed to be largely 
independent from the temperature and composition of the surrounding water. 
The striking inverse relations between oscillating patterns for Na and Sr 
documented in Figures 1 and 2 imply a common origin. They are probably not 
due to changes in the thermodynamic equilibrium between aragonite and 
seawater. More likely they result from a strong biological control over the 
transport of both Sr and Na to the statocyst fluid and finally into the growing 
statolith matrix.  
 
A temperature dependence of strontium incorporation into statoliths has not 
been validated yet (Chapter II), although a few field studies propose a negative 
relation of statolith Sr/Ca to temperature (e.g. Ikeda et al., 2003). In the 
Japanese common squid Todarodes pacificus, however, the statolith Sr/Ca is not 
related to daily vertical migrations (Ikeda 2002). Oscillating variations in the 
Sr/Ca ratios have also been observed in statoliths of T. pacificus (Ikeda et al., 
2002). The observed undulation followed a 2.7-day cycle in captive squid, 
maintained under constant temperature and salinity, and a 2.4-day cycle in 
collected wild squid. Therefore the hypothesis that statolith Sr/Ca reflects the 
vast diurnal vertical migrations of T. pacificus through considerable temperature 
gradients has been rejected. However, these authors used a completely different 
analytical method (Electron microprobe) that provides a spatial resolution of 1-3 
µm only, and counting statistics for trace elements are not comparable to 
NanoSIMS. Analyzing a continuous line scan along the growth axis with a beam 
diameter of 1µm (typically reflecting a spatial resolution of 2-4 µm), they found 
repetitive fluctuations. Small-scale concentration fluctuations in the order of 10 
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percent relative, however, as presented in this study, may have been simply not 
detectable. 
It is not likely that the observed variations in both Sr and Na concentrations are 
simply due to localized organic matter in the statoliths; i.e., a strong matrix 
effect influencing the yield of secondary ions. If this was the case, variations in 
the Sr and Na signal would be correlated to the Ca signal (Meiboom et al., 2004). 
This has not been observed in our study (Fig.1). Moreover, no organic 
compounds were detectable on the surface. Not even traces of organic 
compounds (measured as CN-) and iodine were detectable on the analysed 
surface. Since C and N are major elements in the organic matter, they would 
definitely have been detectable by NanoSIMS NS50, if organic material occurred 
at the surface. The only possible explanation is that the organic compounds were 
almost completely removed during preparation. Amounts of up to 20% organic 
compounds are reported for statoliths of S. officinalis and other cephalopod 
species (Radtke, 1983; Bettencourt & Guerra, 2000). As statoliths contain 
considerable amounts of iodine (Chapter II), it seems likely that iodine is 
incorporated into the organic compounds and has been removed during the 
statolith preparation as well. 
 
As suggested for Mg in coral aragonite (Meiboom et al., 2004), the banded 
micro-distribution might reflect either systematic differences in the amount of Sr 
and Na in solid solution within the aragonite crystal structure and/or the 
preferential concentration of both elements at the surfaces of individual 
aragonite fibers at the initiation or termination of each fibrous growth layer. This 
mechanism has been observed for magnesium in mollusk shells (Rosenberg et 
al., 2001) and foraminifers (Eggins et al., 2004). Similar small-scale oscillating 
distribution patterns for Mg, but not for Sr, have been found in corals by 
NanoSIMS (Meibom et al., 2004). In contrast to Mg, the distribution of Sr is 
smoother and does not display the same degree of zoning in corals. Further, the 
distributions of Mg and Sr are not correlated on shorter length scales in corals 
(Meiboom et al., 2004). Na was not determined in their study. 
 
Qualitatively similar observations of banded or layered distributions have been 
observed for Mg and S in bivalves (Rosenberg et al., 2001). In the bivalve shell, 
Mg and S are preferentially concentrated at the termination of elongated calcite 
crystals. It was inferred that Mg and S-rich organic components are used actively 
by the mussel to control crystal size and morphology (Rosenberg et al., 2001). 
 
Isotopic labeling experiments with corals have demonstrated that Sr2+ and Ca2+ 
are delivered to the mineralizing surface through the same voltage-sensitive, 
transcellular pathway located in the calicoblastic ectoderm (Ferrier-Pages et al., 
2002; Tambutte et al., 1996). Furthermore, in coral aragonite, which is generally 
much better investigated than aragonite in cephalopod statoliths, incorporation 
of Sr into the skeleton is inversely correlated with the rate of calcification 
(Ferrier-Pages et al., 2002). As a consequence of the enhanced calcification rate, 
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coral aragonite precipitated during the daytime is characterized by lower Sr/Ca 
ratios than aragonite precipitated during the night. 
 
Gonatus fabricii is a highly active predator during the night and rests during the 
day (Kristensen, 1984). Therefore, distinct daily increments may be expected. If 
Sr incorporation into the statolith follows similar principles as in corals, than we 
can assume that the Sr-rich bands are laid down during the day while aragonite 
built during the night is characterized by lower Sr contents. This hypothesis is 
strongly supported by our findings in the way that Sr-rich bands are generally 
thinner than Sr-poor bands. 
 
 
 Sepia officinalis 
 
Sr and Na distribution in Sepia officinalis statoliths showed substantially poorer 
patterns compared to Gonatus fabricii statoliths. Since both samples have been 
prepared and analyzed in exactly the same way, handling artifacts are most 
unlikely. However, when comparing the optical appearance of increments, there 
is a considerable difference as well. Increments in S. officinalis statoliths are 
deposited daily, but they are generally poorly defined compared to many squid 
species (Bettencourt and Guerra, 2001). This may be due to the very irregular 
crystalline structure coupled with a comparably low percentage of organic matter 
(Bettencourt and Guerra, 2000). The visibility is even poorer in statoliths of 
cultured specimens, since the day-night rhythm is not as pronounced as in the 
natural environment. Increment visibility is suggested to be positively related to 
the amount of both organic compounds (Bettencourt and Guerra, 2000) and 
strontium (Lipinski, 1993) incorporated. However, Lipinski’s suggestion, though 
supported by Durholtz et al. (1997) has been contradicted by Bettencourt and 
Guerra (2000) and the results from Chapter III. 
 
Hypotheses on statolith deposition are still controversial. According to the 
hypothesis from Bettencourt and Guerra (2000), the aragonite deposited during 
the day (rest period) is richer in organic matter than the aragonite deposited 
during the night (active period) in S. officinalis statoliths. While Morris (1993) 
considers magnesium to be the key factor in statolith calcification, Lipinski 
(1993) proposed that statolith biomineralizaton is controlled by strontium. 
Results from Bettencourt and Guerra (2000) rather support Morris’ hypothesis 
than Lipinski’s, but convincing evidence has not been supplied yet. 
 
 
 Suitability of NanoSIMS 
 
The lateral resolution of ca. 400 nm combined with impressively low detection 
limits demonstrates the tremendous possibilities of NanoSIMS NS50. This 
instrument is not only suitable for the micro-chemical analysis of statoliths and 
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corals, but virtually all calcified tissues in aquatic organisms like fish otoliths, 
gastropod statoliths, bivalve shells, and foraminifers. Importantly, the 
observations presented here indicate that both Na and Sr distributions show 
distinct heterogeneities on a substantially smaller spatial scale than any 
analytical instrument was able to determine up to now. These heterogeneities 
should be considered in further spatially resolved analyses of cephalopod 
statoliths and probably fish otoliths as well. 
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Chapter VI 

 
 

General Discussion 
 
 
 
The present thesis outlines several aspects, which contribute considerably to 
further understanding of elemental incorporation into cephalopod statoliths. 
Furthermore, new analytical approaches for fine-scale spatially resolved 
determination of trace elements in aragonitic bio-crystals have been developed.  
 
 
Influences of different environmental factors 
 
Despite continuously improving technical possibilities, the interpretation of 
micro-chemical statolith data from the field can only be interpreted when 
compared to experimental data. The main focus of the current study was 
therefore to give qualitative relations and as far as possible quantitative 
equations for individual environmental factors. It was possible to qualify the 
respective influences of salinity, temperature and diet on several trace elements. 
 
Barium appears to be the most powerful indicator for temperature, since the 
statolith Ba/Ca ratio is only influenced by temperature and not by salinity. A 
dietary effect on Ba/Ca was detectable as well, but it was rather small compared 
to the temperature effect. Strontium, however, a well established, proxy for 
temperature and salinity in other biomineralized tissues, appears not to be a 
suitable indicator for salinity and temperature in cephalopod statoliths. The 
cephalopod’s food influences the strontium incorporation into the statolith to a 
greater extent than the surrounding water. This makes strontium a potential 
proxy for the diet even under changing water conditions. 
 
The fact that the incorporation of most other elements like iodine, yttrium, 
zirconium, niobium and nickel, appears to be influenced by more than one factor 
complicates the interpretation of data from the field. However, most cephalopod 
species are not supposed to encounter significant changes in salinity during their 
lives. Moreover, the dietary effect on the incorporation of these elements is 
comparably small. Thus, temperature may be the dominant factor in most cases. 
 
This study outlines the importance of field-data to be compared with 
experimental data. The experimental data presented here are derived from only 
one cephalopod species and should be supported by experiments with other 
species. However, since rearing experiments with most cephalopod species, 
especially squids, are almost not achievable, the common cuttlefish may be used 
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as a model species for cephalopods. The provided equations may therefore be 
used for other species as well until data from the particular species are available.  
 
 
Improved methods for trace element analyses of aragonite bio- crystals 
 
The development of specially designed analytical set-ups in this study provides 
new prospects for statolith trace element analyses. Apart from analysing the 
well-established elements strontium and barium, the new applications now 
enable a fine-scale spatially resolved and quantitative determination of trace 
element concentrations ranging in a few ppm, in some cases even tens of ppb. 
 
The necessity of developing advanced techniques arose from the fact that 
traditional methods for the spatially resolved determination of trace elements in 
calcified tissues revealed several drawbacks. None of the methods currently 
available is perfect for all applications, different specimens and all scientific 
questions. The tendency to attempt everything on one instrument is obviously 
doomed to failure. 
 
Therefore, it appears necessary to critically compare advantages and 
disadvantages of the different methods and advanced applications. The analytical 
methods used in this study are the Synchrotron X-ray Fluorescence Analysis 
(SYXRFA), Laser-ablation inductively coupled mass spectrometry (La-ICP-MS) 
and an advanced device for Secondary ion mass spectrometry (NanoSIMS). None 
of these methods has ever been applied to cephalopod statoliths before. The 
differences between these techniques and their respective suitability are 
discussed below. 
 
 

SYXRF (Synchrotron x-ray fluorescence) 
 
At first glance, the “old-fashioned” x-Ray fluorescence analysis seems to be a 
very sensitive and effectful method to detect element traces in the multi-element 
mode. But in praxis the application range is restricted, if x-Ray tubes are used as 
excitation sources. To overcome this situation, it is necessary to improve the 
conditions of excitation and to reduce the background, produced by different 
scattering effects. SYXRF, which allows multi-element analysis in the trace- and 
ultra trace region, is using this strategy. The x-Ray fraction of synchrotron 
radiation is used as excitation source, giving the opportunity to improve the 
conditions of excitation as well as to reduce the background by using the high 
polarisation of the beam.  
 
SYXRF as used in Chapter II combines a number of properties which are very 
useful for the current questions: The set-up used for this study gives an 
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exceptionally high spatial resolution (around 12µm) of all elements from Calcium 
(Ca) to Lead (Pb) with concentrations down to 1 ppm.  
Although it is unlikely that this synchrotron-based method, which requires high 
intensity sources of X-rays, will ever be widespread enough to accommodate the 
potential applications in fisheries and other ecological studies, the ability to 
screen and detect multiple elements at low concentrations simultaneously, and at 
a fine scale necessary in statoliths and otoliths, facilitates this method to further 
directed pilot studies. It is expected, however, that the analytical potential will 
improve with more powerful detectors and refinements to the method, so that 
data collection times will decrease.  

 
 

LA-ICP-MS (Laser ablation inductively coupled mass spectrometry) 
 

In Chapter III and IV of this thesis the LA-ICP-MS was used, because a spatial 
resolution of 70 µm is absolutely adequate for the separation of different phases 
in the life of individual cuttlefish and squids. When the area of interest for 
measurements is large enough, the LA-ICP-MS is obviously the method of choice. 
Given the spatial resolution used in this study, LA-ICP-MS provides excellent 
detection limits of many elements, down to 10ppb for uranium. The development 
of new laser sampling devices moved rather fast during the last years. The new 
laser generation is already able to sample considerably smaller areas. When 
using such a laser for a raster along growth increments, the temporal resolution 
within a statolith can be reduced substantially. Out of the three techniques used 
in this study, the LA-ICP-MS probably has the best potential to become an 
established method for statolith analysis. Advantages compared to SYXRF are 
most of all lower analytical costs, lower preparation effort and a generally better 
availability to scientists around the world. 
 
 

NanoSIMS (Secondary ion mass spectrometry) 
 

The spatial resolution offered by NanoSIMS provided striking insights into a 
completely new dimension of chemical structures in cephalopod statoliths 
(Chapter V). This extremely expensive and extensive method is, at least 
presently, certainly not suitable for the analysis of larger quantities of statoliths. 
However, it gave us the unique opportunity to find nano-scale structures and 
patterns that are not visible with any other method currently available. At 
present, only a few of these advanced analytical instruments exist worldwide. 
Nevertheless, as technical development moves on, someday this method may be 
routinely applied to a broader range of questions. 
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Future applications of chemical statolith analyses 
 
Modern technology has opened up many fields of research that allow us to follow 
the movements of mobile marine animals in ways not possible a short time ago. 
Most cephalopods live for a relatively short period of time, leading to a high rate 
of turnover and resulting in populations that are highly dynamic and extremely 
variable in terms of both recruitment levels and individual characteristics.  We 
need tools to identify regions or environments that individuals have been utilising 
to grow, feed and spawn in order to explore where and how such variability 
arises. From a population level such information may assist us in understanding 
the spatial and temporal links between populations, including gaining insights 
into stock structure and the determination of source and sink areas for 
commercially fished populations. The investigation on squids from Greenland 
waters (Chapter V) demonstrates the excellent potential of micro-chemical 
analyses for reconstructing environmental histories of wild-caught cephalopods. 
Given the many successful applications on corals and fish otoliths and the 
tremendous technical development nowadays, potential future applications of the 
presented techniques are manifold. 
 
 

Migration history 
 
Migration analysis is obviously one of the most powerful applications of statolith 
microchemistry, though it is strongly dependent on the possibilities of analytical 
methods. Reconstruction of migration histories using the elemental or isotopic 
composition along a statolith growth axis combines a series of elemental assays 
along a statolith transect to the growth chronology recorded, thus allowing the 
reconstruction of migration pathways structured by age or date. 
 
Several forms of migration analysis have been reported for fish. One of the most 
successful has been the comparison of elemental trajectories among fish in 
search of a common history, or alternatively, the determination of the age or 
date at divergence (e.g. Limburg 1995, Thorrold et al. 1997). This is a 
particularly robust application, since it requires no knowledge of the animal’s 
past environment. 
 
A potentially more powerful approach is one in which the cephalopod statolith 
elemental trajectory is linked to shifts in temperature and water chemistry along 
possible migratory routes. Such an approach was the basis for the detection of 
anadromy in fishes, in which the shift between freshwater and saltwater 
environments is clearly evident in the fish otolith Sr:Ca ratios (e.g. Tsukamoto et 
al. 1998). Although several cephalopod species perform vast migrations, only 
very few species are regularly exposed to considerable salinity changes. 
However, migration through a more homogeneous environment as given in 
cephalopods should also be detectable. With further experimentation and the 
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advanced analytical techniques presented in this thesis, it should be achievable 
to factor out more and more aspects that influence elemental composition, thus 
simplifying the interpretation of possible migration pathways. 
 
 

Stock Identification 
 
To the extent that groups of cephalopods inhabit different environments, the 
statolith elemental composition should serve as a natural marker or tag of those 
groups. Environmental responses, recorded permanently in the statolith, imply 
that the statolith concentrations of selected elements and isotopes (the 
“elemental fingerprint”) can be used as a biological tag to discriminate among 
groups of cephalopods which have spent at least part of their lives in different 
environments (Arkhipkin et al. 2004). However, it is probably inappropriate to 
refer to the use of elemental fingerprints as stock discriminators, since genetic 
differences are not implied and spatial heterogeneity in the stock environment 
can result in different fingerprints for different stock components (Campana et al. 
1999). Since the elemental fingerprint reflects the exposure of the individual 
animal to both the environment and its own physiology, it would be expected to 
differ among any groups, which have experienced different histories, whether or 
not the groups come from the same population. As a result, it seems fair to 
categorize statolith elemental fingerprints as powerful discriminators of groups 
when differences exist, but of negligible value when differences cannot be 
detected. Where differences are detected, additional information would be 
required to determine if the groups actually corresponded to stocks or 
populations. 
 
 

Age determination 
 
Age determination studies based on isotopic concentrations are motivated by the 
ongoing requirement for accurate age-structured information in support of many 
fisheries studies. Radiochemical dating of bio-mineralised tissue is based on the 
radioactive decay of naturally occurring radioisotopes, which are incorporated 
during growth. Assays of fish otolith cores appear to provide objective, accurate 
age estimates (e.g. Milton et al. 1995). Nevertheless, the isotopic concentrations 
are exceedingly low, requiring very advanced assay methods. Current 
discriminatory power is probably slightly better than 5 yr for 210Pb:226Ra and 1-2 
yr for 228Th:228Ra, over age ranges of 0-40 and 0-8 yr, respectively as reported 
by Campana (1999). Nevertheless, this approach is best suited to long-lived 
species where the age interpretations are widely divergent, such as in redfish 
Sebastes sp. (Stransky et al., 2005) or orange roughy Hoplostethus sp. (Fenton 
et al. 1991). 
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However, since most cephalopods are short-lived species with a life span of only 
1-2 years, the currently used methods of age determination are obviously 
inappropriate for cephalopods. One of the few examples for a useful application 
may be the giant squid Architeuthis sp. (Landmann et al. 2004), since proposed 
life spans for this genus differ considerably between authors and a life span of up 
to 14 years seems probable.  
 
 
Outlook 
 
The present thesis addressed manifold aspects of elemental incorporation into 
cephalopod statoliths. Environmental influences of several elements have been 
shown and considerable technical improvements have been achieved. The results 
of this study provide an essential basis for future investigations in the field, 
probably leading into further understanding of yet unknown migration patterns 
and spawning grounds of various cephalopod species. Applying these future 
approaches could establish a consolidated biological knowledge on cephalopod 
species and stocks, and therefore may contribute to an effective and sustainable 
management of this valuable resource. 
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Summary 

 
 
 
The statoliths of cephalopods are calcified bio mineral structures found in the 
gravity receptor system in the head of cuttlefish and squid. They grow 
throughout the lifetime of the animal and deposit microscopically visible daily 
increments similar to the annual rings in tree stems. 
 
Statolith growth and composition are linked to environmental factors. Thus, the 
statolith reveals the biological history of each individual cephalopod. If a 
relationship can be established between the composition of a growth layer of the 
statolith and the ambient water properties, then the statolith chemistry becomes 
a predictor of the surrounding water chemistry and/or temperature. Provided 
that statolith material is not altered or resorbed after deposition, the statolith 
becomes a permanent archive of environmental conditions and may provide 
information on habitat use, timing of exposure to a pollutant, and timing of 
migrations. 
 
Several micro analytical state-of-the-art techniques have been applied in this 
thesis to investigate the spatially resolved chemical composition of cephalopod 
statoliths. Recent applications of these methods include mainly geological 
samples, which do not contain organic compounds. Therefore a considerable part 
of this project focussed on adjusting and optimising the respective methods to 
the analyses of biogenic aragonite intergrown with organic compounds. 
 
In this thesis, the influence of different environmental factors on the chemical 
composition of cephalopod statoliths was investigated. On the basis of laboratory 
experiments under controlled conditions, it is now possible to qualify the 
influences of salinity, temperature and diet on the concentrations of several 
elements in the statoliths. Analytical results indicate that the incorporation of a 
number of elements is influenced by environmental factors. Barium and iodine 
appear to be the most suitable indicators for temperature. The incorporation of 
strontium into cephalopod statoliths, however seems to be influenced to a 
greater extent by diet than by the surrounding water. This is contradictory to 
results from corals and fish otoliths, where strontium is a well-established 
indicator for both temperature and salinity. 
 
The suitability of statolith micro-chemistry for field-studies has been proven as 
well. Statolith trace element compositional zoning reflects very well the life 
history and ontogenetic habitat-shifts of the boreoatlantic armhook squid 
Gonatus fabricii. 
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Further, this thesis gives valuable insights into the microstructure of statoliths 
and the elemental nano-scale distribution in daily increments. For the first time, 
the application of NanoSIMS NS50 provided distribution patterns of calcium, 
strontium and sodium in cephalopod statoliths with a spatial resolution of 
400nm. 
 
The results of this study provide an essential basis for future investigations in the 
field, probably leading into further understanding of yet unknown migration 
patterns and spawning grounds of various cephalopod species. Applying these 
future approaches could establish a consolidated biological knowledge on 
cephalopod species and stocks, and therefore may contribute to an effective and 
sustainable management of this both ecologically and economically valuable 
resource. 
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Zusammenfassung 

 
 
 
Statolithen sind calcifizierte “Gehörsteinchen” im Gleichgewichtsorgan der 
Cephalopoden. Sie wachsen ein Leben lang und bilden mikroskopisch sichtbare 
Tagesringe aus, sehr ähnlich zu den deutlich bekannteren Jahresringen in 
Bäumen. 
 
Das Wachstum und die chemische Zusammensetzung von Statolithen sind 
abhängig von Umweltfaktoren. Daher können Statolithen in gewissem Maße die 
Lebensgeschichte des individuellen Cephalopoden widerspiegeln. Wenn eine 
direkte Beziehung zwischen der Zusammensetzung von Statolithen und den 
chemischen und physikalischen Eigenschaften des umgebenden Meerwassers 
gefunden wird, so kann der Statolith als Indikator für Umweltbedingungen 
dienen. Davon ausgehend, dass einmal gebildetes Material weder verändert noch 
resorbiert wird, kann man den Statolithen somit als permanentes Archiv für 
Umweltbedingungen ansehen. Dieses Archiv kann zeitlich aufgelöste 
Informationen über Habitat-Nutzung, Wanderbewegungen und Kontakt zu 
Schadstoffen speichern. 
 
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurden mehrere moderne mikroanalytische Methoden 
auf Tintenfisch- Statolithen angewandt, um ortsauflösend ihre chemische 
Zusammensetzung zu untersuchen. Die bisher vor allem in den Geowissen-
schaften angewandten Methoden wurden an die besonderen Eigenschaften von 
Statolithen angepasst und für die jeweiligen Anwendungen optimiert. 
 
In dieser Arbeit wurde der Einfluss von unterschiedlichen Umweltfaktoren auf die 
chemische Zusammensetzung der Statolithen des gemeinen Tintenfisches Sepia 
officinalis untersucht. Basierend auf Laborexperimenten unter kontrollierten 
Bedingungen, ist es nun möglich, den jeweiligen Einfluss von Salinität, 
Temperatur und Nahrung auf die Einlagerung mehrerer Spurenelemente zu 
qualifizieren. Die Ergebnisse verdeutlichen, dass die Einlagerung mehrerer 
Elemente von Umweltbedingungen beeinflusst wird. So ist die Einlagerung von 
Barium und Jod vor allem von der Temperatur abhängig. Die Anreicherung von 
Strontium hingegen, einem Element, das in Korallen und Fisch- Otolithen fast 
routinemäßig als Indikator für Temperatur und Salinität genutzt wird, scheint in 
Tintenfisch- Statolithen eher von der Nahrung als vom umgebenden Meerwasser 
abhängig zu sein. 
 
Weiterhin wurde die hervorragende Eignung dieser Methoden für Untersuchungen 
an Tieren aus dem Freiland demonstriert. Die chemische Zusammensetzung in 
verschiedenen Bereichen von Statolithen des nordischen Köderkalmars (Gonatus 
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fabricii) spiegelte in beindruckender Weise die Lebensgeschichte und 
ontogenetisch variierende Habitatsnutzung dieser Kalmare wider. 
 
In dieser Dissertation wurden außerdem wertvolle neue Erkenntnisse über die 
Mikrostruktur von Statolithen und die Elementverteilung im Größenbereich von 
Tagesringen gewonnen. Das erstmals für diese Zwecke eingesetzte hochmoderne 
Analyse-Gerät NanoSIMS NS50 lieferte zweidimensionale Elementverteilungen 
von Calcium, Strontium und Natrium mit einer nie zuvor erreichten Ortsauflösung 
von 400nm. 
 
Die Resultate dieser Studie bilden eine substantielle Basis für weitere 
Untersuchungen an Tieren aus der freien Wildbahn. Dies wird voraussichtlich zu 
vertieften Kenntnissen von bisher unbekannten Wanderungswegen und 
Laichgebieten führen und kann somit zu einem effektiven und nachhaltigen 
Management dieser sowohl ökologisch als auch ökonomisch wertvollen Ressource 
beitragen. 
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